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A model for predicting the distribution of liquid fuel droplets and fuel vapor in pre-
mixing-prevaporizing fuel-air mixing passages of the direct injection type is reported
herein. This model consists of three computer programs; a calculation of the two-
dimensional or axisymmetric air flow field neglecting the effects of fuel a calcula-
tion of the three-dimensional fuel droplet trajectories and evaporation rates in a
known, moving air flow; a calculation of fuel vapor diffusing into a moving three-
dimensional air flow with source terms dependent on the droplet evaporation rates. The
fuel droplets are treated as individual particle classes each satisfying Newton's law,
a heat transfer, and a mass transfer equation. This fuel droplet model treats multi-
component fules and incorporates the physics required for the treatment of elastic
droplet collisions, droplet shattering, droplet coalescence and droplet wall interac-
tions. The vapor diffusion calculation treats three dimensional, gas-phase, turbulent
diffusion processes. The analysis includes a model for the autoignition of the fuel-
air mixture based upon the rate of formation of an important intermediate chemical
species dtlring the pre-ignition period. This species is produced both within the
vicinity of the fuel droplets and throughout the diffusing fuel vapor-air mixture.
The model, as represented by these computer codes, is applied to two premixing fuel-
air mixing passage designs and the results are discussed. An application of the
autoignition model is also presented.
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1.0 SUMMARY
A model for predicting the distribution of liquid fuel droplets and fuel
vapor in premixing-prevaporizing fuel-air mixing passages of the direct injection
type is reported herein. This model consists of three computer programs: a
calculation of the two-dimensional or axlsymmetric air flow field neglecting the
effects of fuel; a calculation of the three-dimensional fuel droplet trajectories
and evaporation rates in a known, moving air flow; and a calculation of fuel
vapor diffusing into a moving three-dimensional air flow with source terms depen-
dent on the droplet evaporation rates. The air flow calculation can treat com-
pressible swirling flows in arbitrary ducts with arbitrary pressures, temperatures
and velocities as initial conditions. The fuel droplets are treated as individual
particle classes each satisfying Newton's law, a heat transfer, and a mass trans-
fer equation. Each particle class has a number density such that summation over
all particle classes yields the fuel flow rate. This fuel droplet model treats
multicomponent fuels and incorporates the physics required for the treatment of
elastic droplet collisions, droplet shattering, droplet coalescence and droplet
wall interactions. The vapor diffusion calculation treats three-dlmensional, gas-
phase, turbulent diffusion processes with the turbulence level determined by the air
flow calculation and the source terms determined by the droplet evaporation rates.
_he analysis includes a model for the autoignition of the fuel-air mixture
based upon the rate of formation of an important intermediate chemical species
during the pre-ignition period. This species is produced both within the vicinity
of the fuel droplets and throughout the diffusing fuel vapor-air mixture. Since
chemical reaction rates may depend upon the local mixture temperature, the local
mixture temperature is adjusted for the effect of fuel evaporation.
A preliminary calibration of the computer codes and a parametric study
showing the effects of the air flow conditions and initial droplet conditions on
the evaporation rate are included. The model, as represented by these computer
codes, is applied to two premixing fuel-air mixing passage designs and the re-
sults are discussed. An application of the autoignition model is also presented.
\
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2.0 Ih'T_DUCTION
One combustion control strategy for meeting Governmental regulations on
emissions of pollutants from internal combustion engines which has recently
received considerable attention is the use of the premixing, prevaporizing combus-
tion concept whereby uniform, homogeneous fuel-air mixtures are delivered to the
combustion chamber in such proportions that the gas temperature-time history per-
mits complete oxidation of the hydrocarbon fuel but does not permit significant
production of the oxides of nitrogen. Methods of achieving premixed, prevaporized
fuel-air mixtures include external vaporization schemes whereby the fuel is vaporized
before being mixed with air and direct injection of a finely atomized spray into
the airstream. This effort is concerned with the prediction of the distribution
of liquid and vapor fuel produced by the direct injection method.
Distribution of the liquid fuel throughout an airstream is primarily effected
through the use of multi-point fuel injection, by imparting velocity compot.ents to
the fuel droplets which are normal to the alrstream velocity components, and by
turbulent diffusion of the fuel throughout the alrstream. Vaporization of tile
spray is achieved by heat transfer from the alrstream to the droplets and mass
transfer of fuel vapor from the droplet surface to the droplet environment. Knowl-
edge of the magnitude of the vaporization time is of particular concern in the case
of gas turbine engines wherein fuel is injected into high temperature compressor
discharge air due to the requirements that the vaporization time be significantly
less than the autoignition time of the fuel-air mixture and that the required passage
length be consistent with engine dimension limits. From a design point of view,
what is required is an analytical procedure whereby the atomization and initial
distribution characteristics which a given fuel injection system will deliver can
be evaluated in terms of the fuel distribution and degree of vaporization which can
be achieved within a given mixer/vaporizer section length.
For prevaporizing premi×ing fuel-air passages, autoignition must be prevented
because the uncooled engine hardware in this duct can undergo catastrophic fail-
urn' as a result of the sudden large heat release following sutoignition. Clearly,
t.xploitation of the concept requires that the residence time within the fuel pre-
paration passage be long enough to achieve essentially complete vaporization and
v_,t short tmough to prech,dt_ the occurrence of autoignition. An analysis is re-
(it,ire(l, therefore, to predict if autoignition occurs in premixing passages at
._imulatt,d _as turbine engine operating conditions.
This report describes the analytical models which were developed to predict the
operating characteristics of premlxing-prevaporizing fuel-air mixing passages of
the direct injection type. The technical approach adopted for developing these
models is to separate the problem into three parts each with its own computer code.
These three parts are: calculation of the two-dimensional or axisymmetric gas flow
field (ADD code), calculation of the three dimensional nonequilibrium heating and
R82-915362-40
vaporization of the fuel droplets (PTRAK code), and calculation of the three-dimensional
turbulent diffusion of fuel vapor le air (VAPDIF code). In applylns this approach,
it is implicitly assumed that the air flow behavior can affect the fuel droplet
behavior, but the fuel droplet behavior does not affect the air flow behavior. This
is Justified because the mass fraction of fuel droplets and fuel vapor is small.
Similarly, it is assumed that the fuel droplet behavior affects the fuel vapor
behavior but the fuel vapor behavior does not affect the fuel droplet behavior. This
decoupling (or weak interaction) assumption of the problem allows a much simpler
solution wherein the air flow behavior, fuel droplet behavior, and vapor diffusion
can be analyzed in succession.
This report also describes a model for predicting autoignition in two-phase
turbulent flows. It ib assumed in the model that autoignition is determined by
the rate of formation o_ an intermediate chemical species, it is also assumed
that production of this species has a negligible effect on fuel vapor concentra-
tion. Sources of this species are calculated by the PTRAK code within the vicinity
of the fuel droplets; additional sources are calculated by the VAPDIF computer
program as the fuel vapor diffuses throughout the premixing passage. These sources
are then used in the VAPDIF code to determine the local concentration of the rate-
controlling species. A criterion is applied to determine if autoignition of the
fuel-air mixture has occurred.
Some chemical reaction rates are functions of the local gas temperature. A
first-order correction is made to the temperature distribution due to evaporation
of the fuel prior to determination of the local rate of production of the inter-
mediate species. Consistent with the weak interaction assumption described
earlier, the effect of this temperature correction on the flow field or vaporiza-
tion rate is assumed to be negligible.
The model, composed of the three computer programs, 1) treats the three dimensional
behavior of the fuel droplets and fuel vapor in a moving gas stream, 2) represents a
reasonable compromise between rigor and empiricism, and 3) yields practical results
with a reasonable expenditure of computer time. This report describes the analytical
models incorporated into the computer codes and presents the results of a preliminary
calibration of the models, a sensitivity study, and an analysis of two premixing
passage designs that illustrate the features of the analytical models incorporated
into the computer programs. An application of the autoignition model is also pre-
_;ent ed.
/
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3.0 ,_I._'tSZS OF AXX_ZC AX_
3.1 General Approach
The ADD code was developed to solve the internal flow weak interaction problem
using a forward marching numerical procedure that does not require an interaction
between the inviscid core flow described by the elliptic Euler equations and the wall
boundary layers described by the parabolic boundary layer equations. The basic
mathematical description and Justification of the technical approach is given by
Anderson (Ref. 3.1). A more detailed derivation and description of the various
features of the computer code is given in Ref. 3.2. Applications of the computer
code are given in Refs. 3.3 and 3.4.
This method can be described in the following manner. First, an orthogonal
coordinate system is constructed for the duct from the potential flow solution such
that the scream function forms the coordinate normal to the wall and the veloclty
potentlal forms the coordinate tangent to the wall. Since the potential flow
streamllnes approximate the real streamlines, the equations of motion may be
greatly slmpllfled by assuming that the velocity normal to the potentlal flow
streamlines is small compared to the streamwise veloclty. This procedure reduces
the governing viscous flow equations to a parabolic system of partial dlfferentlal
equations which can be solved by a forward marching numerlcal integration procedure.
Furthermore, it can be shown (Ref. 3.1) that the resultlng solution has the same
order of accuracy for viscous flows as the streamline curvature method has for
inviscid flows. Thus, the invlscld-flowweak interaction with the wall boundary
layer is solved without the need for iterations between different flow flelds;
i.e., the Invlscld core flow and the boundary layer flow.
Symbols used in this section are defined on pages 17-18.
m
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3.2 Coordinate System
The equations of motion are solved in a streamline orthogonal coordinate system
(n, s, %). This coordinate system is generated by first solving for the plane
potential flow through a duct with the same cross-section that the annular duct
makes with the meridional plane. The normal coordinate n is the stream function and
the streanwise coordinate s is the velocity potential. Rotation about the axis of
symmetry produces an axtsymmetric orthogonal coordinate system uniquely suited to
solve the problem.
The (n, s) coordinates are related to the physical coordinates (r, z) through
LaPlace's equation.
I,
OZn OZn
-------- + -- :0
clr Oz2
(3.2 .i)
02s OZs
+
ar 2 _z 2
--=0
(3.2.2)
The metric scale coefficients are the same in both directions and are equal to the
inverse of the magnitude of the potential flow velocity.
(3.2.3)
Lengths along the streamlines and potential lines are given by
dx =ds/v (3.2.4)
dy-dn/v (3.2.5)
and curvatures of streamlines and potential lines are given by
R82-915362-40
I..L., _v
m
r s @n (3.2.6)
! iN
mf _m,_
rn aS (3.2.7)
If the duct wall contours rw(Z ) are specified, Eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) are solved
using the complex potential and the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation (Ref. 3.5)
using the method described in Ref. 3.1).
6
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3.3 Equations of Motion
The ADD code equations, given below, are written in an orthogon81 streamline
coordinate system where n is the normal coordinate (potential flow stream function)
and s is the stremnvtse coordinate (potential flow velocity potential). The metric
scale coefficient is the same in both the n and s directions and is equal to (I/V)
where V is the magnitude of the potential flow velocity.
a_' rpUs
= (3.3.1)
an V
v a_, _us v a_, _us
r 8n ¢1s r as in v_. _ • : _- - .._ (3.3.2)
V 8* 8U' V %* dU_ UsU' clr V____ (._..)+ _ c)rr an c)_ r _ _-_ • p _ _'_" r _ (3.3.3)
-T -r _ _n v£ "
(3.3.5)
•ms -" _F.._ (rum) (3.3.6)
(3.3.7)
(3.3.8)
P : pRT (3.3.9)
I-_" ClpIn(T/To) - Rm (P/Po) (3.3.10)
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Equations (3.3.1) throush (3.3,10) fora a sat of elsht first order partial
dlfferentlal equations and two a18ebralc equations which may be used to solve for
ten unknowns. The boundary conditions for this problem are siren by
Us{0, S): 0
U_(O,s): 0
qn(O,s) : 0 (3.3.11)
(0, s): 0
for the ID wall and
Us[ I,s):O
U_(I,s):O
qn( I, S)= 0
(3.3.12)
for the OD wall.
9(,,s):,(1)
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3.4 Turbulence godel
Three turbulence models have been programmed into the ADD code. These
turbulence models are: (I) eddy viscosity model (Ref. 3.1), (2) modified eddy
viscosity model (Ref. 3.6) which uses the streamline curvature corrections of Eide
(Ref. 3.7) and Bradshaw (Ref. 3.8), and (3) two equation turbulence model (Ref. 3.6)
which is based on the work of Chen (Ref. 3.9) using the curvature corrections of
Launder, et al. (Ref. 3.10).
Eddy Viscosity Model
The eddy viscosity model is essentially an equilibrium model based on Prandtl's
mixing length theory (Ref. 3.11). The outer layer and freestream flow have an eddy
viscosity which varies with s only. This freestream eddy viscosity is given by:
_UQ
,..:x /
o
(3.4.1)
where × is an empirical constant assumed to be 0.016 (Ref. 3.12) and 0®U_ is taken
to be the maximum in the d_ct. Hence, for thin boundary layers, the integral in
Eq. (3.4.1) reduces to 2 _ where 6* is the displacement thickness. Alternately
with large freestream distortion, Eq. (3.4.1) can be thought of as:
• x ,O.h (U.-U) (3.4.2)Pr
where U Is the average velocity and h is the duct length. Equation (3.4.2) is a
typical wake mixing length model.
For the "wall layer", the turbulence model derived by VanDriest (Ref. 3.13) Is
used.
: .'( ¢/A')]'du"
÷ ÷
where U , Y are universal boundary layer coordinates given by:
U'= U/
(3.4.3)
(3.4.4)
y*-'ebyT_'_'.le/ _,.
where the subscript w refers to values at the wall.
9
(3.4.5)
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!
_le gene,:'lly accepted values of the e:ptrtcal constants X. _, A+ are taken to be
0.016, 0.4_. 26.0, respectively. For swirling flows U and U+ are determined from
the resultant velocity.
Modified Eddy Viscosit_Model
The modified eddy viscosity model is a two layer model where the Prandtl mixing
length _ is defined by
_T: PL2 ['[ (3.4.e)
In the wall region, the mixing length is given by
p u*_
F. : x Y+ [l-exp (-Y+/A+)] (3.4.7)
In the outer region or wake region including the freestream, the mixing length is
Eq. (3.4.6)
P'v : p1, (o=-O) (3.4.8)
where
L : Xh (3.4.9)
Elde and Jo_,nston (Ref. 3.7), modified the mixing length in the wall layer by a
factor F given by
F:t/_ o: I+BsRis+ BCRi_ b
where _s and _¢ are empirical constants and Rts and RI¢ are the Richardson numbers
for streamline curvature and swirl defined by
( c_" LJs) : 2 S.(1+$.)s, u,/ , ; Ri': rl r s
,.:__ + ; Ri¢-zs¢i)+s¢)f
Eide estimated that 13s • _3_ " b.O.
(3.4.10)
(3.4.11)
(3.4.12)
10
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The outer region of the flow Field .a governed by large scale mixing. Using
the suggestion of Bradshaw (Ref. 3.8) for a bulk Richardson number, the outer layer
mixing length is modified by a factor F
(3.4.13)
where
• i
.:!
_is : "h/rs (3.4.14)
h O_
r 0s
(3.4.15)
Bradshaw estimates values of as = o_(_= 6.5.
Two Equation Turbulence Model
The two equation turbulence model programmed into the ADD code is based on the
work of Chert (Ref. 3.9) with the curvature corrections of Launder (Ref. 3.10). In
the ADD code coordinates, these equations are given by
+ o', _ (3.4.16)v v " =
where the source terms are given by
k
St = P- p,e-Z_._--_
• 4 2 4
s, = c,P _ - c,p-v - zc3_.K
(3.4.18)
(3.4.19)
11
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, ,}p-,_,_,vu.,]"l_ (_)],. (3.4.20)
k z
/_T = c_, p "-Z" (3.4.21)
Rt=
_,L
(3.4.22)
Rit = 2 --( _ coZgv (rU_)+ 2 _ V (rs Ut)
(3.4.23)
FE = F + P.T (3.4.24)
i c)v
r= c)n
(3.4.25)
dr
¢o$8 = V_
an
(3.4.26)
The empirical constants are given by:
Cl = 1.35 (3.4.27)
Cz= 1.8 {I-(.4/I.8)exp [-R_Z/ZS]}{I-.ERt }
C 3 = exp(-.SY*)
C/= =.09 {I- exp(-.OIISY*)}
(3.4.28)
(3.4.29)
(3.4.30)
12
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O"k =I.0
O'q =1.3
(3.4.31)
(3.4.32)
,'iL ,"- _ f
t
i-
1
Finally, the boundary conditions are given by
k(O) = ,dO) = O (3.4.34)
k_l) -e(_)=O (3.4.35)
13
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3.5 Huaertcsl _thods
Wlth the relationship betveen _E and the mean flov specified, Eq. (3.3.1)
throush (3.3.10) can be solved by a forvard uarchtns numerical intesration schm.
Equations (3.3.1) through (3.3.10) are first linesrized by expandinS all dependent
variables in a Taylor series expansion in the usrchins direction (s), and term of
0 (_s 2) are dropped. Finite difference equations are then obtalned usin8 the tim
point centered difference scheme of Keller (Refs. 3.14, 3.15). The resultln8
matrix equations are (I0 x I0) block trldlagonal and are solved by block factorlza-
tlon using the method of Varah (Ref. 3,16).
The numerical solution is second order accurate in the n direction, first
order in the s direction, and linearly stable. The Ls step size is limited not by
linear stability conditions but by the required accuracy in the Taylor series
expansion in s.
!
14 t
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3.7 Llst of Symbols
Van Driest constant (26.0)
Specific heat of air
Constant in Two Equation Turbulence Model
Rate of Strain
i\
F
h
I
k
o
n
P
P
r
Ratio mixing length to flat plate mixing length
Ratio free stream mixing length to wake mixing length
Duct height
Entropy
Turbulence kinetic energy
Mixing length
Mixing length flat plate
Normal coordinate (stream function)
Static pressure
Turbulence production
Radius
r , r
s D
R
it
Ri_' RiO
R
t
Radius of curvature
Gas constant
Richardson numbers for streamline curvature
Turbulent Richardson number
Richardson number for swirl
Turbulent Reynolds number
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s
T
U ,U,U ns
U
U÷
U
V
X, Y
y+
z
_S ' _
Bs, B_
8
_E
_T
P
Tns' Tn_
X
List of Symbols (Cont'd)
Streameise coordinate (velocity potential)
Temperature
Velocity components
Maximum velocity
Average velocity
Universal velocity
Friction velocity
Reciprocal of metric coefficient (potential flow velocity)
Distance along s and n coordinates
Universal distance from wall
Axial distance
Empirical constants
Empirical constants
Displacement thickness
Turbulence dissipation
Prandtl constant (.41)
Molecular viscosity
Effective viscosity
Turbulent viscosity
Density
Stress
Clauser constant (.016)
Stream function
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF FUEL DROPLET BD_AVIOIt
4.1 Ceneral Approach
The behavior of the fuel spray is calculated using the Particle Tracking (PTRAK)
computer program which is described in this section.
The analysis assumes lean equivalence ratios, i.e., that the mass fraction of
fuel is small. Under these conditions, the alr flow behavior can be solved first
using the analysis described in Section 3.0 and incorporated into the ADD code.
The pressure, temperature and velocity field are then stored on a data file and
used in the fuel droplet analysis. Thus the air flow behavior can effect the fuel
droplet behavior, but the fuel droplet behavior does not effect the air flow
behavior.
The spray is divided into a number of classes (up to 1250). In each class,
droplet diameter, velocity components, and position in the flowfleld are specified;
these parameters may differ among the various classes. The PTRAKmodel calculates
the trajectory, vaporization rate, and temperature variation of each class of drop-
lets. Large droplets may shatter into smaller droplets. Droplets from two classes
may coalesce into larger entities. Droplets may collide with the duct walls and
either rebound or undergo additional vaporization due to heat transfer tO the drop-
let from the wall. The fuel may be either a pure compound or a distillate liquid.
As a result of these processes, a distribution of fuel vapor sources is calculated
for use in the vapor diffusion computer program (see Section 5.0).
Symbols used in this section are defined on pages 57-60.
.L •
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4.2 Homentumgquatlona
The equations of =otion for the fuel droplet trajectories presently coded into
the PTRAK computer program ere given below. It should he noted that these equations
of motion are written in the orthogonal streamline coordinate system used by the
ADD code. The additional terms on the right hand side are acceleration terms
generated by the curvilinear coordinate system. Vs, Vn, and V_ are the fuel drop-
let velocities and s, n, _ are the coordinates of the fuel droplet in the ADD code
coordinate system. The drag of the fuel droplet is written in terms of a drag
coefficient, CD.
art
8V V.T_Z ar VnV$ _VPC0 A Au (us-vs)-Vn2_ + - +
-_-: zm _s a, (42l)
dVn PCoA _V V_ _ ar aV
dt 2m _u (Un-Vn)-V,2_--_ - + "t"- _.__+ VsV+: _-S (4.2.2)
dvqk PCoA %v+ tr
d--T-: 2m Au (u+-v#) VnV#vr _sg-'['r r v_ (4.2.3)
dJs :VVt (4.2.4)
dt
d._.._n:VVn (4.2.5)
dt
d.__ V_ (4.2.6)
dt r
where the cross-sectional area of the fuel droplet is given by
A = lrD2/4 (4.2.7)
The drag coefficient is determined from correlations reported by Dickerson and
Schuman (Ref. 4.1):
-.e4
C o = 27 Reo
0217
Co = O271Reo
Co= 2.0
O < Reo < 80.
80 < ReD <_ IO 4
ReD> IO 4
(4.2.8)
where the droplet Reynolds number is based on fllm properties and the relative velocity.
Re D : PmD&U//=m (4.2.9)
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2_V 2_u = (um-vm)z .,.(u_-v+)Z+{Un-V.)
Equations
Vso, Vno, V¢o, So, no,
(4.2.1o)
(4.2.1) throught (4.2.6) constitute on initial value problem where
¢o are specified.
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4.3 Heat and Mass Transfer Equations
In the case of a (single component) droplet vaporizing In • gas stream of
uniform temperature, the droplet temperature history can be described in terms of
a heat-up period, during which time the droplet temperature changes, and an
"equilibrium vaporlzatlon" period, during which time the droplet temperature
remains constant. The physical processes of major significance during these
periods are the transport of heat to the droplet and the transport of vapor away
from the droplet surface. The net difference between the energy flux to and
away from the droplet accounts for changes in the droplet temperature.
The rigorous mathematical treatment of the droplet vaporization and heating
problem requires the solution of tlme-dependent partial differential equations for
the diffusion of mass and energy for conditions both within the droplet and in the
surrounding gas-phase. Understandably, a great amount of insight into the behavior
of a droplet can be obtained from such an approach. However, there are several
reasons why such a procedure is not incorporated into the PTRAK code. First,
solutions to the set of partial differential equations would have to be obtained
for hundreds of droplet classes throughout the premixlng passage; computer run
times would become unacceptably large. Second, it is not clear whether sufficient
information is available for calculating heat and mass transfer coefficients for
droplets in forced convection (due to the relative velocity between the droplet
and the air). Third, there is a paucity of data useful for verifying a model of
this complexity especially if the model includes the effects of distillate fuels on
heat and mass transfer rates.
Instead of using a rigorous mathematical treatment of the droplet heat and
mass transfer processes in the development of the PTRAK program, an existing semi-
empirical model was extended for use with distillate fuels. The model described
herein is based largely on the work of E1 Wakll, et.al (Ref. 4.2) and Prlem and
Heidmann (Ref. 4.3).
There are three assumptions that make the mathematical treatment of droplet
heat and mass transfer quite tractable. The first is the quasl-steady assumption
by which the transport processes are assumed to be steady at every instant; that
is, at each time t during droplet vaporization and heating, the fluid and thermo-
dynamic conditions of the droplet and gas system adjust instantaneously to steady-
state conditions. The quasl-steadv assumption is not an equilibrium assumption.
With a quasl-steady assumption, the droplet temperature and vaporization rate
may change with time. With an equilibrlt_ assumption, the droplet temperature is
constant (and equal to its wet bulb value); an equilibrium (constant) vaporization
rate does not exist but it can be shown that the ratio of vaporization rate to
droplet diameter is nearly constant at equilibrlum.
The second assumption is that conditions within the droplet are uniform.
permits the governing partial differential equations for determining droplet
22
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temperature and mass (or diameter) to be reduced to extremely simple forms for
quick solution.
The third assumption is that both the droplet and its surroundings are spheri-
cally symmetric. Obviously, the relative velocity between the droplet and the gas
causes the droplet to change shape and alter the characteristics of the velocity,
thermal, and mass diffusion boundary layers. Correlations developed for vaporizing
droplets in a forced convection environment provide the appropriate transport
coefficients.
Using these assumptions, the governing partial differential equations for the
gas phase are reduced to a set of steady-state, ordinary differential equations with
known solutions. These solutions, together with the simple equations for the liquid
phase, are combined in a forward-marchlng time integration procedure (the time-
equivalent of the spatial integration of the droplet equations of motion. Sec. 4.2).
The geometry of the system under consideration is shown in Fig. 4-1. The
droplet is surrouhded by a boundary layer of uniform thickness and properties. At
the outer edge of this boundary layer, gas conditions correspond to those of the
flow field calculated by the ADD code and will be referred to as the "air" conditions.
The convention adopted in Ref. 4.2 and retained here is that the thickness of the
boundary layer is equal to the instantaneous droplet radius. For a complete develop-
ment of the equations for vaporization and heating rate, the reader is referred to
Ref. 4.2 and 4.3. The vaporization rate expression has been modified (Ref. 4.4)
to account for a finite amount of fuel vapor in the gas outside of the boundary
layer. The effect of this "back diffusion" terr_ is negligible for lean systems;
it has been retained for use in the PTRAK code but is presently rendered inoperable.
The equation for the vaporization rate is:
V
4
\
k
o _ ' (4.3.1)
w t : A s K Pf,s a
where
°°(°°), - pflooo =_InPf, s Po Pe,s (4.3.2)
The term pf, _ is the partial preosure of fuel vapor outside of the boundary layer.
(pf, ,, = 0 in the present version of PTRAK.) The determination of the mass transfer
coefficient is presented in the next section. The droplet heating rate equation is:
O O
dT__.._L= qs - WL k (4.3.3)
dt _ D3P L Cpk
6
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where the total amount of heat arriving at the droplet surface is:
Z
_s " hAs(To"T_)
and the parameter z is:
Z Z
o
wu Cef..
hAs
(4.3.4)
(4.3.5)
'the droplet surface area, As, is calculated from:
2
AS-- wD
(4.3.6)
ri_e determination of the heat transfer coefficient, h, is presented tn the next
section. Equation (4.3.]) states that some of the heat arriving at the droplet
surface is used to vaporize an amount of fuel, f¢l,'while the remainder is used
to heat the droplet. At equilibrium, qs is equal to Wl, X and the droplet temperature
(tile wet-bulb temperature) is constant (for a pure fluid). Equation (4.3.4) is the
product of the forced-convection heat transfer rate for a nonvaportzlng system,
hA s (T O - TL) , and a correction term for the energy carried away from the droplet due
to mass transfer (i.e., "blowing" of the boundary layer), z/(e z - l). This term
approaches unity for a zero mass transfer rate and zero for an infinite mass transfer
rate (no energy reaching the droplet surface).
At any instant• the droplet mass is given by
w DSPLmL-- -_- (4.3.7)
1
Then• since
dmL o (4.3.8)
--dT-" = -WL
and assuming that "!," i, (TI._ only, Equations (4._.3), (4.3.1) and (4.3.8) and
bt' _'omb [ned to y !i' |d:
: " " i d-i-I (4.3.q)
where dVl,/dTi, Is evaluated as described in the next section.
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4.4 Evaluation of Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
In this section, the procedures used to calculate the heat and mass transfer
coefficients are presented together with the techniques used to calculate the
required thermal properties. The discussion contained herein is limited to flow
situations in which the local static pressure is v ell below the crttlcal pressure
of either the fuel or the air. Most of these procedures are also used in the_
high pressure model for droplet heating and vaporization. The discussion of the
effect of high pressure is deferred until Section 4.6.
(i) Mass Transfer Coefficient:
The mass transfer coefficient, K, is obtained from a correlation of the form
developed by Ranz and Marshall (Ref. 4.5) for droplet vaporization:
'K D Tm R o I/2 I/3
Num = ,_'rn ?Tim = O + b Re D Sc (4.4.1)
The first term represents the mass transfer due to free convection while the second
term represents the mass transfer due to forced convection. Experimental data are
required to calibrate suitably the coefficients (a,b). No useful data on the
vaporization rates of fuel sprays are currently available; therefore the only recourse
at present is to use the Ranz and Marshall results which were obtalned for the
vaporization of water droplets:
a=2.0
b=0.6
These coefficients have been incorporated into the PTRAK computer program.
(2) Heat Transfer Coefficient:
A compal, ion expression was developed by Ranz and Marshall for the heat transfer
coefficient, h :
hD , I/2 I/3
Nu h - km = o + b'Re 0 Pr (4.4.2)
'D
F'or rL, asons similar to those presented during the discussion of K, the coefficients
h,lw, be_,n a:_signed the values;
a' = 2.0
h' = 0.6
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in the PTRAK code.
(3) Dimensionless Transport Humbers:
The Reynolds, Schmidt, and Prandtl numbers are defined as:
Re O = PmDAUt/zm (4.4.3)
Sc = /J,ml(PmJ_'m } (4.4.4)
Pr = Pm Cpm/km (4.4.5)
The thermal coefficients used in these parameters are evaluated at a mean boundary
layer film condition.
(4) Mean Fllm Conditions
At any instant during the evaluation of the vaporization and heating rates, it
is assumed that the appropriate properties are constant throughout the film
surrounding the droplet (Fig. 4.1). In this manner, the differential equations
for heat and mass transfer can be integrated to yield Eq. (4.3.1) and (4.3.4).
The mean temperature, Tm,, used in the PTRAK code is the log mean value (as
suggested in Ref. 4.2).
To - TL
Tm= In (To/T L) (4.4.6)
In the development of the droplet vaporization and heating models used in the PTR/d_
program, it was assumed that the air temperature varied from 4OOK to 9OOK. If it
is also assumed that the fuel temperature is typically 300K or greater, then Ta/
T L _ 3. As a result, the log mean temperature will differ by no more than ten percent
from the arithmetic mean temperature, 1/2 (T a + TL). (If the model were used with
much higher gas temperatures, such as a fuel droplet might encounter in a combustion
chamber, then the difference between alternative definitions of mean temperature
can be quite substantial.)
It is also assumed that the fuel vapor and the air thermal coefficients are
obtained at a mean fuel vapor concentration (mole fraction):
I
Ym : _ (Yf,ao+'Yf,I) (4.4.7)
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The mole fraction is also equal to the ratio of partial pressure to local static
pressure so that:
Yf,oo = Pf,¢o/Po (4.4.8)
Yf, s = Pf, s /Po (4.4.9)
As noted earlier, it is assumed in the present version of the PTRAK code that Pf,=
is zero. The partial pressure of fuel vapor at the droplet surface, Pf's' is assumed
to be equal to the vapor pressure of the fuel at the droplet temperature, TL.
The mean molecular weight of the mixture at the mean condltlo, is:
_;Im = Ym_f +(i-Yrn)_1_ a (4.4.10)
, i!i
:i
i
The mean mass fraction of the fuel vapor Is
Cm = Ym_f/_o (4.4.11)
The five mean thermal properties that must be evaluated are density
(0m), molecular viscosity (_m), thermal conductivity (km), heat capacity (C0m),
and diffusion coefficient (_m)' It is assumed that no pressure gradient exists
across the boundary layer. Then from the ideal gas equation of state:
Pm= Po_m/( RoTm} (4.4.12)
(see also the discussion in Section 4.6). The mean molecular viscosity is evaluated
as a mole weighted average:
H.m = Ym/u,f ÷ ( I- Ym),U.a (4.4.13)
where the viscostti,_s, _a and vf are evaluated at Tm. (A mole weighted average is
used because viscosity is a manifestation of momentum transfer due to mokecular
colllstons and the frequency of co111sions Is proportional to molecular concen-
tration). Slmllarly, since heat transfer by conduction is a function of the
frequency of molecular colllslons, the mean ther_ml conductivity Is:
27
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km " Ym kf + (I-Ym)k a (4.4.14)
where the thermal conductivitiea are evaluated at Tn.
The heat capacity is a measure of the ability of a system to store energy so
that the mean heat capacity (following Ref. 4.2) is:
Cpm = CmCpf + (I-Cm) Cpo (4.4.15)
where the heat capacities (defined in terms of energy/mass/degree) are evaluated
at Tm.
The major components of the gas in the film surrounding the droplet are those
of air under flow conditions likely to be found in premixing passages. The use
of Eqs. (4.4.13), (4.4.14) and (4.4.15) In lieu of more exact expressions for
mixtures of fuel vapor and air would have only a small effect on the calculated
heat and mass transfer rates. The diffusion coefficient,_, cannot be estimated
as simply, however, with the same level of precision. As suggested in Ref. 4.2 the
diffusion coefficient is obtained using the kinetic theoz T result (Ref. 4.6):
_m--
0.002628 2_f _a
Pa Orm _"
(4.4.16)
where
(_m = I/2 (_a+_f) (4.4.17)
n" : _* ( t ") (4.4.18)
t" = tm/((/k)m (4.4.19)
m
The collision integral function, _ , is tabulated in Table 4.1.
for air are:
_o " 3.689 X
1":')a -8.K
(4.4.20)
The force constant_
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Force constants are =mr avatlsble for typical Jet fuels. It is recoumended that
the force conmtants for the molecule, (C9B20) (the heaviest paraffin reported in
Ref. 4.6) be used: _f = 8.448
(¢) - 240Kf
(5) Fuel Properties Required in the Model
Fourteen properties for each fuel must be determined for use in the PTRAK
model in the most general problem. The equations described in the preceedlng dis-
cussion account for most of the required properties. The remaining properties are
needed for speclal features of the model that will be described below.
Flve of the properties are constants. These are the fuel molecular weight (_f),
critical pressure (Pcf), critical temperature (Tcf) and the force constants (of)
((/kf). The force constants are generally not avallable for Jet fuels; at present,
the constants presented above are recommended.
There are four vapor phase properties. Three of these are input to the
model in the form of polyv" lal expressions:
i N-IProperty = ANTs (4.4.21)
N=I
where "property" is the fuel vapor molecular viscosity (_f), the thermal conductivity
(kf) or the heat capacity (Cpf). The fourth parameter Is the vapor pressure (pf,s)
which must be evaluated using a procedure described in Sec. 4.5; it w111 be shown
therein that the vapor pressure wlll be calculated using an expression of the form:
In Pf, s = Gn + ____nnT L
(4.4.22)
where the "constants" (an, 8n) are determined In accordance wlth Sec. 4.5.
Five properties of the liquid phase must also be calculated.
(pL) and heat capacity (cpL) are calculated from:
PL 1_ CpL) = i ANTN'°
Nml
The llq.ld density
(4.4.23)
The liquid molecular viscosity (UL) is deLermlned from:
In FL • _ANT n'#
N'I
(4.4.24)
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The ss=t-losartthmtc form is used because the liquid viscosity Is a stronl
function of temperature. Often, an alternative express/on of the for:
In In _-c +C - A InT L +B (4.4.25)
is used for calculating viscosity (Ref. 4.7). The form of Eq. (4.4.24) was selected
for use in the PTRAK code since it represents the data adeouatelv and its coefficients
are determined more conveniently than those used in Eq. (4.4.25).The correlation
for surface tension (SL) reported in Ref. 4.7 is used:
- _213
$L(_) : 2"12 (Tc' -6-TL) (4.4.26)
In this expression, the liquid density is evaluted at TL. The heat of vaporization
(_) is calculated using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (e.g., Ref. 4.8, p. 104)
which relates _ to the slope of the vapor pressure curve:
d In Pfys -X_f
dT = RO TL_-
(4.4.27)
Then, using Eq. (4.4.21) in Eq. (4.4.27)
-Bn Ro
X = (4.4.28)
9,
vhere the coefficient, 8n may vary throughout the vaporization process as
described in Sec. 4.5.
(6) Air Properties Required by the Nodel
Eight air properties are used in the model. Five of these are constants: air
molecular veight 0_a), critical pressure (Pca), critical temperature (Tca)' and the
force constants [o a, (c/k)a]. The other three parameters are molecular viscosity
(Ua), thermal conductivity (ks) and heat capacity (Cpa) vhich are determined from
polynomlal expressions having the form of Eq. (4.4.22). It may be noted that a greater
level of sophistication in accounting for the temperature dependence of the physical
properties of the fluid is used in the PTRAK code than in the ADD code. The reasons
for [hls are that the mean temperature (Tm) in the droplet film may be substantlally
different from the air temperature (Ta) and that the man temperature may vary--due
to changes in the liquid temperature--even if the air temperature is uniform
throughout the flov field. Both the air molecular viscosity and thenmel conductivity
increase by nearly a factor of two as the temperature increases from 400K to 90OK.
3O
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4.5 Evaluation of Distillate Fuel Effects
The vaporization model developed as part of the PTRAK computer program is
applicable to both distillate and pure fuels. For the present discussion, a dis-
tillate fuel is a liquld mixture consisting of two or more compounds that may
differ chemically and physically. The most important property of the fuel for
determining the vaporization rate is the vapor pressure because of its influence
on the fuel vapor concentration gradient, the physical basis for the vaporization
model. If it is assumed that at any instant, the droplet-air systen is in thermodynamic
equilibrium, then the _apor pressure of the liquid i8 equal to the partial pressure
(and, hence, molar concentration) of the fuel vapor at the surface of the droplet.
For a pure substance, such as water or a single hydrocarbon compound, the
vapor pressure is a function only of the temperature of the liquid. Thus, as a
liquid of this type vaporizes, its vapor pressure will vary only if its temperature
is varying. For a distillate fuel, the vaporization situation is more complicated
since the vapor pressure is determined by the contributions of each vaporizing
constituent. To illustrate this complexity, assume that the droplet temperature can
somehow remain constant. Then the vapor pressure of the dlstillate liquid tends
to decrease with time as the more volatile (higher vapor pressure) components
vaporize so that the vapor pressure of a distillate fuel is a function of both
droplet temperature and composition.
The dependence of the vapor pressure of a distillate fuel on temperature and
composition at a pressure of one atomsphere is given by the standard distillation
curve such as the curve for a Jet-A type of fuel given in Fig. 4.2. It is seen in
Fig. 4.2 that the fuel temperature must increase as the more volatile components
are vaporized at constant pressure. Similarly, another constant value of pressure
could be used to obtain a dlstillatlon curve which would be qualitatively similar
to the curve presented in Fig. 4.2. Thus, the distillation curve is simply an
isobar of a pressure-temperature-compositlon surface.
Because both the droplet temperature and composition must be known at any
instant to determine the vapor pressure of the droplet, it is necessary that each
droplet in the system be tracked indlvldually. In the PTRAK code, each class of drop-
lets (a class has homogeneous properties in this context) is treated separately.
Thus, in principle the composition of each droplet is known at every instant from
the distillation curve and the percent of initial mass evaporated. (For droplet
classes undergoing coalescence, specification of the droplet "history" requires
further assumptions.)
A distillate fuel contains many constituents. It is not practical from a
computational standpoint to keep track of each component and calculate its con-
tribution to the vapor pressure. The method used In the vaporization model is based
upon the work of Cox (Ref. 4.9) and is a standard procedure used in chemical engineering
practice (e.g., Ref. 4.10). In Cox's method it is assumed that, at any instant
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during the vaporizing process, the behavior of the distillate fuel is the
same as that of some pure substance; that is, its vapor pressure is a function
of the liquid temperature only. Different pure substances characterise the
vaporization process at each instant. It is assumed that the vapor pressure of a
hydrocarbon dlstillate fuel can be determined from the typlcal dlstillatlon curve
for the fuel and the vapor pressure vs. temperature curves for the normal paraffin
series of hydrocarbons (CnS2n+2). This family of vapor pressure curves is shown
in Fig. 4.3. It should be noted that Cox used a temperature scale that allowed
the vapor pressure for water to be plotted as a linear function of the temperature
axis; this vapor pressure curve can be approximated by:
In Pf, s = an ÷ __..._n + Y'n TL + _n TL2 (4.5.1)
TL
However, for purposes of this analysis it is more convenient and sufficiently
accurate to approximate Eq. (4.5.1) by:
In Pf, s = an + T-'-[-
(4.5.2)
where the subscript n refers to the carbon number of the paraffin which serves as
the parameter specifying the composition of the distillate at any instant of time.
Cox's procedure operates as follows. At a particular instant during the
vaporizing process, the percent of fuel that has vsporlzed is calculated for each
droplet.
(PkO:)t: t ]p, :,oo , (pLo ),:oJ (4.s.3)
(This calculation requires that the computer program has stored the initial values
of droplet diameter and density.) The distillation curve (e.g., Fig. 4.2) is entered
with the fraction of fuel vaporized as a parameter and the distillation temperature,
TD, is found. This is the temperature that is Just sufficient to produce a vapor
pressure of one atmosphere at the specified fraction of fuel vaporized. Of course,
the droplet temperature is not necesserily equal to the distillation temperature
nor is the droplet always vaporizing into surroundings maintained at one atmosphere.
To find the correct vapor pressure, one locates the paraffin curve in the Cox chart
that passes through the point at a pressure of one atmosphere and the instantaneous
value of distillation temperature. It is then assumed that this vapor pressure
curve characterizes the vaporization process at the specified instant. The instan-
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taneous value of vapor pressure is found by moving along the vapor pressure curve to
a temperature equal to the current value of droplet temperature. The vapor pressure
is then used to calculate a new value of vaporization rate, droplet temperature, etc.
(see Section 4.4) and then a new value of fraction of fuel vaporized. The entire
process is repeated until all of the fuel has vaporized.
Implementation of the Cox procedure in the PTRAK code is carried out by using
the form of the vapor pressure curves given by Eq.(4.5.2)and inputting two sets of
values of pressure and temperature for each curve In the family. From these data,
_n and 8 n (Eq. 4.5.2) can be calculated--it is assumed that _ and 8 vary
continuously with some parameter such as the carbon number. Thus, the Cox
chart is established by two isobars, one of which is taken to be atmospheric
pressure (i.e., the pressure used to determine the distillation curve):
\
TLI = F I (n, I otto) (4.5.4)
TL2 = F2[n,pz) (4.5.5)
where P2 is any pressure other than atmospheric pressure. For example,
Eq. (4.5.4) Is solved for n with TLI equal to the instantaneous value of
distillation temperature. Next, Eq. (4.5.5) is solved for TL2 at this value
of n. Then, Eq. (4.5.2) is applied twice (once at TLI and Pl equal to 1 arm,
again at TL2 and p2 ) so that an and 8n are determined.
Of course, data for any group of compounds may be used to generate a Cox chart
if that group is appropriate to the multi-component fuel being analyzed. The only
restriction on the method of utilizing the Cox procedure that has been Incorporatea
into the PTRAK computer program Is that the two isobars must be continuous functions
of a variable that describes the group of compounds in some fashion. Note that the
Cox chart for a pure substance is simply a single vapor pressure curve in the form
of Eq. 4.5.2. To avoid the use of additional input options, thls is accomplished
simply by inputting data for Eqs. (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) as described in Volume II of
his report and supplying a distillation curve of the form shown in Fig. 4.4.
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4.6 High Pressure Effectq
The model for fuel droplet vaporization _d heetln8 Is designed to be applicable
to a wide range of gas temperature (400 to 900 K) and 888 pressure (3 to 40 arm).
As the pressure of a gas increases (while its temperature remains constant), the
density calculated by the ideal equation of state
p = P_/(_oT) (4.6.1)
begins to differ from the actual density. Futhermore, as the pressure increases,
the temperature of a vaporizing fuel droplet increases (due to increased convective
heat transfer) and may approach the crltlcal temperature of the fuel (Ref. 4.11).
At the critical point, there is no distinction between the liquid and vapor phases.
These two effects of increasing ambient pressure may lead to significant differences
between experimentally determined vaporization rates and rates estimated using slmp-
let droplet vaporization models such as incorporated in the PTRAK code. Two approaches
for modeling the droplet heating and vaporization process at high ambient pressure
were evaluated for use in this analysis. In the first approach (and the one ultl-
mately incorporated into the PTRAK computer program), mass transfer models are de-
rived from the diffusion equation:
o_.c: _ VZc
Dt (4.6.2)
which is solved after making simplifying assumptions such as steady flow, spherical
symmetry, and Ideal gas behavior (e.g., Ref. 4.2 to 4.4). An analogous energy equa-
tion is atso used to derive heat transfer models. The effect of forced convection
is introduced by modifying the appropriate transfer coefficient by appllcatlon of
experimental data. Pressure effects are Included either by using thermal and trans-
port coefficients that may have a pressure dependence or by obtaining solutions to
Eq. (4.6.2) in terms of partial pressures or concentrations; however, the latter
requires that the gas-phase behave ideally.
A second and more rigorous approach begins with the use of the set of dlfferen-
tlal equations applicable to both the llquid and gas (air plus fuel vapor) phase
(e.g., Ref. 4.12 and 4.13). This set of equations Includes an equation of state
sultable for use at high pressure. It was not within the scope of the present effort
to modify the computer program used to calculate the air flow field (the ADD code).
However, since the ADD code uses the ideal equation of state (Eq. 4.6.1), it
was necessary to assess the departure of air from ideal behavior at elevated pres-
sures. To do this, the density of air was calculated by both Eq. (4.6.1) and the
Redllch-Kwong equation (Ref. 4.14).
J RoT
o (v-b) = --
p + T,/Z(v,b)v (4.6.3)
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where v = i/0 and a end b ere constants depending on only the critlcal properties
of the gas (at least for simple molecules). Use of the Redlich-Kwong equation _s
Justified by Shah and Thodos (Ref. 4.15) who compared various equations of state
for both argon and n-heptane with experimental data and determined that the Redlich-
Kwong equation gave superior results. The discrepancies were largest for n-heptane.
Indeed, it appears that as the molecular structure becomes more complicated, cor-
rections must be applied tc the "constants" a and b (Ref. 4.16). In the present
study, Eq. (4.6.1) and (4.6.31 were used to calculate the density of the air over the
range of temperature and pressure cited above and the results agreed within 1.2 per-
cent of each other. This good agreement is not surprising since the air temperatures
used (400 to 900 K) are much greater than the critical temperature of air (about
133 K). At temperatures greatly in excess of the critical temperature, the molecules
are energetic enough that all gases behave as dilute (and, hence, ideal) gases.
Furthermore, the Redllch-Kwong equation was developed for gases above the critical
temperature.
The good agreement between the ideal and Redlich-Kwong equations of state means
that it is not necessary to modify the ADD code to incorporate the effects of high
pressure. However, the gas in the film surrounding the droplet is not air but is
a mixture of air and fuel vapor (and the mean film temperature may be below the fuel
critical temperature). It is conditions in this film which control the vaporization
rate. If the film consists entirely of a hydrocarbon fuel vapor (such as JP-4 whose
critical temperature is about 590 K and whose critical pressure is about 31 atm)
then significant discrepancies between the densities calculated using Eq. (4.6.1) and
Eq. (4.6.3) result. At 400 K the density calculated from Eq. (4.6.3) is about ten times
greater than the density calculated from Eq. (4.6.1) for JP-4 vapor. (Even the
applicability of the Redllch-Kwong equation at such low subcrltlcal temperatures is
questionable based upon the work reported in Ref. 4.15.1
The only position in the vapor film at which the vapor could constitute i00
percent of the mass is at the droplet surface and this can only occur if the droplet
is at the boiling point of the fuel at the local pressure. Experience at UTRC in
applying vaporization analyses to problems of fuel-alr mixing in gas turbine engines
indicates that a droplet is not likely to reach its boiling point. A droplet reaches
a steady-state temperature determined by the maximum vaporization rate compatible
with the imposed heat flux (the wet-bulb temperature), but the droplet vapor pressure
at this temperature is considerably less than the compressor discharge pressure which,
for modern engines, is in the neighborhood of the critical pressure of fuels of in-
terest. It should be noted that there are conditions where extremely high fuel vapor
pressure can exist. Calculations by Wieber (Ref. 4.11) indicate that in spray com-
bustion the droplet temperature can approach the critical temperature (which is
obviously always at least as great as the boiling point); however, these results are
based on rocket combustion chamber conditions (temperatures about 3000 K and pressures
to 150 atm) which are considerably in excess of the flow conditions to which the pre-
sent model is designed to apply.
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If it is assumed that the fuel vapor concentration in the film eurroundins the
droplet is never more than 50 percent (by mass), then for representative conditions
the densities calculated uslnS Eq. (6.6.1) and (6.6.3) are always within 5 percent of
each other. The discrepancy d_mlnishes to less than two percent at high temperatures
for _-4 fuel. (Treatment of thls mixture of air and fuel vapor using the Redllch-
Kwong equation was made in accordance with the rules for deteru_Lnlng a and b de-
scribed in Ref. 4.17).
As a consequence of these calculations, It is apparent that the use of a mod-
ified equation of state is not required In this application. Faeth and Chanln
(Ref. 4.18) suggest an approach to the droplet vaporization process applicable to
intermediate pressures (about one half the critical pressure) which uses the
ideal equation of state but which includes real, high pressure, thermodynamic
effects through the use of fugacity coefficients which are used to specify the
boundary conditions between the liquid and vapor phase of the fuel. The use of
such a model presumes the availability of fugacity data and other thermal data
which are currently unavailable for dlstillate fuels. Rosner and Chang (Ref. 4.19)
have considered a vaporizing droplet whose temperature is near its critical point.
The diffusion equation includes the ratio of the liquid to gas phase density. The
analysis is appllcable to a droplet in quiescent air and thus requires a forced
convection correction. A numerical solution is required. It was judged that
simplifying the numerical complexlty by solving the problem for a droplet in a
quiescent medium and then applying a semi-emplrlcal correction for forced con-
vection to avoid solving a coupled mass transfer and boundary layer calculatlon
would reduce the accuracy of the overall approach because of the inaccuracies of
the forced convection correction. Also, the method would consume significant
machine computation time. For these reasons, this approach was rejected.
Because none of the alternative approaches offered significant advantages, the
first approach was selected for use in the development of the droplet vaporization
and heating models for the PTRAK computer program. Alternative correlations to
Ranz and Marshall expressions are used for obtaining mass and heat transfer coeffi-
cients In the hlgh pressure regime. Following the suggestion of Faeth and Chanln
(Ref. 4.18), these alternative correlations are used for gas pressures that exceed
one-half the critical pressure of either the fuel or the air. A correlation suggested
by Canada (Ref. 4.20) for determining the heat trasnfer coefficient has been incor-
porated into the model: I_ I/5
hD 0.556 Re 0 Pr
Nu h = Km - 2 +_! 1.237
(4.6.4)
I + ReD pr2/3
It has been assumed that an analogous correlation exits for mass transfer:
'_ OTto Ro
Nuh = ,,_rm _m
-2+
O. 556 Re'; z Sc _/s
"_/ 1.237I ÷ Re0 Sc2/3
(4.6.5)
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4.7 Droplet Class and Distribution Functions
The system of eight equations Eqs. (4.2.1) through (4.2.6) and Eq.(4.3._and
(4.3.9) for the eight dependent variables
r,_), Z location in space
velocity in space
droplet diameter
(4.7. I)
T droplet temperature
uniquely determines the state of a droplet at any instant of time when these eight
dependent variables are specified as initial conditions. In principle it is possible
to solve this set of equations for each of the individual droplets. However, the
number of droplets can be substantially reduced by treating each droplet as though
it were a cloud of n fuel droplets the mean properties of which are equal to the
properties of the individual droplet. This section describes the procedures whereby
the state of the liquid fuel is described by the behavior of a relatively few number
of individual droplets.
Phase Sppce
Phase space is nine dimensional space with abscissas given by the eight dependent
variables, r, V, D, TL and the ordinate given by the number of droplets n I in ,_e Ith
class which satisfies the following conditions
-AT" _
T< r,<-f-
-Av -- Av
T<v 
-AD _D
--<O: <--
2 2
- AT L ATL
-- < TL! <--
2 2
(4.7.2)
At any instant of time, the distribution of nI over phase space uniquely determines
the state of the cloud of fuel droplets.
Droplet Class. (Lagranglan Sense)
A droplet class is defined in the Lagranglan sense by specifying the number of
droplets nI which satisfy conditions (4.7.2) at time t = O. This is equivalent to
specifying the initial conditions for the droplet (4.7.1) and assigning a number n I
to each droplet. In the absence of droplet collisions, the ntnber of droplet classes
in phase space at any given time determines the state of the entire cloud of droplets.
"- I_ ¸
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It should be noted that in this iaLsranEtan system, mrs ttum one droplet c14# NLY
be at the same location in phase space. When droplets collide at shatter, part or
all of the droplets of one class may disappear and • corraspondtn8 auount of f_l
is assigned to another class. Hence the number deulity n Z of a Siren clus may
change discontinuously.
Distribution Function
The distribution function distributes the number of droplets over phase space.
With a small finite number of droplets, it is often convenient to use au integer
function called the binomial distribution function with probability of 1/2. This
function is Riven by:
(IL) ! I _;L.f(Z,IL) = ( I = O,IL
Z!(IL-I)! _ ' (4.7.3)
and has the fotlowing properties:
IL
Z f(I,IL)= tO (4.7.4)
Z:O
As IL * ®, the binomial function approaches the normal (Gaussian) distribution
function. As an example, define the diameter axis in phase space by (see Fig. 4.5)
Oz : Do* _O'l (4.7.5)
Then the mean diameter and variance of the cloud of droplets Is given by
IL
: _- ft Ol : DIL/= (4.7.6)
X,O
I (4.7.7)
An analogous procedure may be used to distribute fuel droplets over the other coor-
dinates in phase space. _ae composite distribution function for all of phase space
Is forn_d by the product of the binomial distributions for the eight coordinates in
phase space, i.e.,
= fr" f@°fz'fv, ° fv_fv=" fo" Iv (4.7.8)
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The composite distribution function F 1 has the property that
IN-!
Fz = I.O (4.7.9)
_=O
whe[e IN-I is the total number of classes. F 1 may be interpreted as the fractlon of
droplets in the I th class.
Rosln-Ran_ler Distribution
The Rosln-Ran_nler distribution function is one of several distribution
functions commonly used to characterize the droplet size distribution typically pro-
duced by gas turbine fuel injectors (e.g., Ref. 4.21). This distribution function
may be used as an alternative to the binomial distribution function Eq. (4.7.8).
_le Rosin-Ra_nler distribution is defined as the fraction of droplets greater than
size D and is given by
where m is an empirical parameter (typically 1.5<_m!3.0).
of the distribution function (4.6.2) we have
Hence from the definition
m-I
f" : " d-_-do : rn-_-- (4.7.11)
and for a finite number of classes, the Rosin-Rammler distribution function Is given
by
fR(I,IL) =
Number Density
° (4.7.12)
The number density is defined as the number of droplets per unit time per unit
volume of phase space; the total number of droplets is related to the fuel flow rate
by
IN-I IN-I
wL.: I nlmz : nI fzmx
I'0 IsO
(4.7.13)
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Dr._ro_let C].as_
The equmtions of motion for the cloud of fuel droplets is solved In,he LaFanglsn
sense, i.e., the fuel droplets are followed in time and the droplet class is defined
by its Initial conditions. Both the air flo_ equations and the diffusion equation
are solved in the Eulerlan sense; i.e., attention is fixed on a point in space and
the change in flow in time (or point to point in space) Is determined. Therefore.
in order for the fuel droplet equations to interact with the air flow and gas flow,
droplet classes in the Eulerian sense must be defined. This procedure is necessary
because more than one class defined in the Lagraglan sense may be in the same element
of volume of phase space.
A droplet class defined in the Eulerian sense is the number of droplets in a given
volume of phase space (Eq. 4.7.2) at a given instant of time. Hence the number
density of droplet classes defined in the Eulerlan sense may change with time.
The solution of the gas diffusion equation requires only two definitions of
class in the Eulerian sense; the amount of fuel evaporated per unit volume of space
per unit time, and the amount of fuel striking the wall per unit area per unit time.
If dV and dA are the differential volume and area respectively, then
T nIm x for _-dv < _ < __dr (4.7.14)2 2
and
Wfw (r") : Z n!l_ for -dA ..- dA• _< r < --2 2 (4.7.15)
where the summation takes place for only those droplets which satisfy the conditions
stated. In addition, the state of the cloud of fuel droplets may be described by the
Sauter mean diameter
: __ Fx DZ2 (4.7.16)
.o Z,oF,O;/TM1,0
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4.8 Droplet ColllslonModel
It has been theorized that the rate of vaporization of a fuel spray may be
affected by droplet coalescence which can occur upon collision o_ two droplets.
Coalescence would cause a greater number of smaller droplets to be transformed into
a smaller number of larger droplets; because vaporization time is roughly propor-.
tional to the square of droplet diameter, the spray vaporization rate is diminished
by coalescence. Whether coalescence occurs in sprays of the type of interest herein
is in doubt. Experience gained at UTRC by examining holograms of sprays has shown
no indication of droplet growth as distance from the injector face increases. In
the case of extremely dense sprays such as those existing near the face of the nozzle
of a high-thrust, high-pressure ratio gas turbine engine main burner, coalescence
may be of significance in the spray development region. However, it is doubtful that
experimental techniques for acquiring data in regions of extremely high droplet num-
ber density will be available in the near future. Experimental data do indicate that
coalescence does not occur for all collisions based upon unreported experiments con-
ducted at UTRC. In these experiments, droplets of alcohol intersected at right
angles droplets of fuel oil. The incident droplets had the same diameter (about i00
to 200 microns). After collision, the droplets coalesced into an unstable configura-
tion which shattered into two large droplets of approximately equal size and -- in
some cases -- one or two very small droplets. (It should be noted that the study of
droplet coalescence was not the purpose of these experiments.)
If coalescence is to occur, some energy must be dissipated during the colli-
sion to form a stable, larger droplet. For droplets of water falling through a
mist of droplets of the same diameter, Swinbank (Ref. 4.22) has estimated that
the relative kinetic energy of the colliding droplets is less than one percent
of the required surface energy for droplets with diameters of 250 microns.
(These energies would be somewhat less for hydrocarbon fuels because the surface
tension is less for these substances than it is for water.) Swinbank conducted
experiments with various fluids and observed no coalescence b,lt his droplet
diameters ware less _han 4 microns.
Coalescence does occur in llquld-llquld dispersions such as used in the manu-
facture of latex paint. As the fraction of the dispersed phase increases, the average
droplet size increases until there is equilibrium between the rate of coalescence and
the rate of shattering of the subsequent coalesced mass (Ref. 4.23).
A review of several papers (Ref. 4.24) stated that "no observed case of a droplet
collision resulting in coalescence has been reported." However, in the case of a
relatively large droplet passing through a dispersion of smaller droplets, other
workers cited in Ref. 4.24 have concluded "that every drop-droplet collision results
in ... coalescence." (Note: "drop" refers to the larger droplet and "droplet"
refers to the smaller droplets.) In other words, collisions between droplets of about
the same size do not result in coalescence; collisions between droplets of widely
differing sizes do result in coalescence.
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It appears that some of the tmcerteinty concerning whether droplets coalesce
is due to problems of definition. Some workers (such as cited in kaf. 4.24) are
interested in co111slon efficiency; that is, the probability that • droplet will
collide with other droplets in a given volume. Implicit in this approach is the
notion that each collision results in coalescence. Yet the previous discussion in-
dicates that not all collisions result in coalescence. Sow Russian workers have
performed experiments in which a large droplet (400 _m) traverses a cloud of smaller
droplets (12-13 _m) which have been doped with a special dye (Ref. 4.25). If the
large droplets were spaced far enough apart so as not to interfere with each other,
the collection efficiency was about 90 percent; if the large droplets were close
enough to cause disturbances in the cloud that did not dampen sufficiently prior to
the traverse by the next large droplet, the collection efficiency was about 40 per-
cent. A collection efficiency of 100 percent corresponds to a concentration of iy_
in the collected fluid indicating the coalescence of one large droplet and one
small droplet.
On the other hand, the experiments in Ref. 4.26 assume that collision efficiency
and coalescence are highly correlated. In these tests, the droplets were charged
electrically to simulate conditions occurring in rain cloud formation. Collision
efficiency was highest for droplets of equal size and equal (but opposite) charge.
For any charge, the collision efficiency was highest for droplets of equal size.
Thus, electrical charge appears to have an important effect on coalescence.
The droplet collision and coalescence problem is too poorly understood and far
too complicated to warrant anythlng other than the simplest model. The model pre-
sented herein is developed in the spirit of Swinbank's approach (Ref. 4.22).
Assumptlons
In the collision model a number of assumptions are made in order to reduce the
number of combinations of collisions which are considered and to avoid the definitions
of new classes. These assumptions are:
I. Only binary collisions are considered because binary collision are the most
nun_rous.
2. Only collisions between two different classes are considered since it is
assumed that all droplets of a given class move with the same velocity.
3. Only collisions between the two classes with the largest number density
are considered because it is assumed that they are the most numerous.
4. Only collisions between classes in the same element of volume are
considered.
e If a collision occurs a certain fraction of droplets will coalesce, • cer-
tain fraction will rebound elastically, and the remainder will proceed
una f fec ted.
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6. To prevent the proliferation of classes, no new classes are created.
Rather, the properties of the t_m classes involved In the collision
are revised.
Number of Collisions
In a given volume of space AV, let the Jth class be the class with the largest
number density and the Kth class be the class with the next largest number density.
Then the distance between droplets in the Jth class is given by
Av ,/3
/a = (_-j)--Oj (4.8.1)
\
and the number of collisions of class J with class K is
DK
ncoiiJg= _ ng (4.8.2)
Likewise for the Kth class
(4.8.3)
Dj
ncoilKJ : "_K nj (4.8.4)
Then for binary collisions
ncoll : MIN (ncolla(,ncollKa) (4.8.5)
Probability of Coalescence
The probability of coalescence is based on the suggestion of Swinbank (Ref. 4.22)
and is assumed to be proportional to the kinetic energy of the collision. The mag-
nitude of the relative velocity of the collision between the Jth and Kth classes is
given by
(4.8.6)
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If two droplets coalesce, mass is conserved and the new droplet msss is given by
m • mj ÷ m x (4.8.7)
Likewise the resulting droplet temperature is given by
and the density
m
TL =
mj CpLjTLj +mKCpLKTLK (4.8.8)
mj CpL J + m KCPL K
i m
PL = PL (TL) (4.8.9)
Thus the coalesced droplet wlll have a diameter
I/3
'
(4.8.10)
The work required to expand the Jth and Kth droplet roD is equal to the work re-
quired to overcome the surface tension force and is given by
2
Wj = Slr (_2 -Oj ) (4.8.11)
wK: s-,.' - ob (4.8.12)
Hence the total work which must be dissipated to produce the coalesced droplet is
WC : Sl'rD _'- WJ" WIg (4.8.13)
Since this energy is dissipated by the collision process, then the probability of
droplet coalescence is a function of the kinetic energy of the colliding droplets
due to their relative motion.
2
,j =mj Jvjx j /2 (4.8.14)
(K mKIVKJ I 2ffi /z (4.8.15)
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Hence the kinetic euerEy available ts
#C: MIN(¢J,cK) (4.8.16)
The probability of coalescence is then defined as that fraction of the total
number of colliding droplets that undergo collisions energetic enough to dissipate
the required surface energy:
Pc = c%lWc < I (4.8.17)
where C is an empirically determined constant,
colllde and coalesce is given by
Hence the number of droplets that
nc : Pc ncoll (4.8.18)
and the number of droplets that collide and rebound elastically is given by
nRB : (I-Pc)ncoll (4.8.19)
The number of dorplets not involved in a collision is (n. - ncoll) from the Jth class
and (nK - ncoll) from the Kth class. The number of droplets that existed In the Jth
and Kth classes prior to the collision is given by
nl= nd + nK (4.8.20)
After the collision, the number of droplets is given by
n 2 = Pcncoll
+ (1-Pc)ncoll
+ (1-Pc)ncoll
+ (nj-ncoll)
+ (nK-nco11)
= nj+_-Pcncoll
Hence the total number of droplets Is reduced by the amount
(number coalesced)
(number elastlcally rebounding - Jth class)
(number elastlcally rebounding - Kth class)
(number not Involved-Jth class) (4.8.21)
(number no_ involved-Kth class)
n2 : nl - PC ncoll
(4.8.22)
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For nonrotatlng droplets uovlns In s three-dlwnslonal space (see FIB. 4.6),
the dynamics of a collision can be reduced to a one dIMnslonal problem by resolving
forces along the line of centers. If VjI and VK1 are the velocitles before a col-
lision and V._ and VK2 are the velocities after a collision, then along the vector
Fc (see Fig.J_.6)
m x VCK! {I-e) +(mj-em K) Vcj I
VCJ2 : mj t- m K (4.8.23)
VCK2 =
mj VcJi (I-e) + {mj-emK}vCK I
mj + m K
(4.8.24)
where e is the coefficient of restitution (Ref. 4.27). For perfectly elastic col-
lisions e = I and for perfectly inelastic collisions e ffi0.
Class Properties After Collision
From Eqs. (4.8.20) and (4.8.21) it can be seen that the collision of two classes
affects conditions in flve classes. In order to avoid creating new classes after
every collision, the Jth and Kth class are redefined with new properties which are
weighted averages. Since the fuel flow rate of liquid droplets is preserved through
a collision,
_/LJK = njI mjI + nKI mKI : Pc ncoll_ + (I- Pc)ncollmj + (nj -ncoll)m J
(4.8.25)
+(I- Pc)ncoll mK+In K - ncoll}mx
In the present discussion, it Is assumed that the Jth class was the more numerous
class prior to the collision. All of the coalesced droplets are arbitrarily assigned
to this class. Then the mass and number densities In the Jth and Kth classes can be
determined from Eqs. (4.8.26) through (4.8.30):
nj2 mj2 = Pc ncoll_ +{I - Pc)ncoiimj, +{nj,- ncoll)mjt (4.8.26)
nx2 raKE = ( I-P c ) ncoll rag1÷ { nj, - ncoll }mji (4.8.27)
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nj2 = nji
nK2 = nKI'Pc ncoll
(4.8.28)
(4.8.29)
n2 = n,-Pcncoll (4.8.30)
The new distribution functions car, be defined by
fJZ = nJZ /n2
fg2 : ngE/n2
The cemalnlng properties of the new J class are given by
Pc ncollm Vc + (i - Pc)ncollmalVjz+ (nj, - ncoll)mjiVji
_2 :
Pc n coil _ + (i- Pc) ncoli mjI + (nji - ncoll)mji
(4.8.33)
TLj 2 =
Pc ncoll m C'pL'_L 4. (I- Pc)ncollmjiCpL + TLJI 4. {13ji - ncoll) mjiCpLTLj I
Pc ncoll i_ Cpk + [I -Pc) ncoll mjICpL "P(nji- ncoll)mjiCpL
(4.8.34)
Likewise for the Kth class
PLJ2 = PL (TLJ2) (4.8.35)
JZ
l/3
6 mj2 _
PLJz 1
(4.8.36)
vKz
(I-Pc}ncoll mK,VK2 ÷ (nKi- ncoII)mKiVKi
(I- Pc) ncoll m._l ÷(nK,- ncoll]mKi
(4.8.37)
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(I- Pc)ncoll mmCpt.TLgl + (nxl "ncoll ) mxiC_ Tt.m
(I-I_)ncoU ITtKICpL ÷ (flKI-ncoli)mKIC_L
(4.8.38)
PLK2 : PL (1",_) (4.8.39)
DK2 (4.8.40)
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4.9 Droplet Shattering Model
Under certain clrcumstances, the aerodynamic and friction forces actlns on a
droplet will cause enough inatabllities in the liquid so that a larger droplet
shatters into smaller droplets. Examination of the literature (Refs. 4.28-4.29)
indicates that large droplets (_ I0n um diameter) subjected to high aerodynamic
forces (as produced using shock tubes) are most likely to undergo breakup. It is
not clear whether the relatively small droplets injected into the low Mach number
fuel preparation section of a gas turbine can be shattered in this manner. Never-
theless, a droplet breakup model has been included in the computer program.
The droplet shattering model used in_e analysis is based on a model proposed
by Wolfe and Andersen (Ref. 4.28). In this model it is assumed that the breakup
of the liquid droplets is controlled by rate processes; hence, the droplet must be
subjected to stresses for a period of time before breaking into a finer ensemble of
droplets. Breakup is assumed to occur because of deformation of the initially spheri-
cal droplet due to aerodynamic forces (bag breakup) and to stripping of liquid from
the droplet surface due to friction forces (shear breakup). The time required for
droplet breakup to occur is given by:
where:
D
te = [Az+B ] I/z-A
(4.9.1)
16pL L
A = (4.9.2)
PaD
and
B = 2/PL
- ' I oI'P = kl "2" Pm Co
(4.9.3)
- k z S/D (4.9.4)
The values of the constants kI and k 2 are the empirically determined values
of Wolfe and Andersen
Breakup Mode kI k 2
Aerodynamic Drag 0.333 2.0
Friction Drag 0.667 4.0
The values of the breakup time are computed at each step in the trajectory
for each droplet class; the minimum of the aerodynamic or friction breakup time
is compared with the residence time accumulated by the droplet class subsequent
to its being subjected to breakup forces. The zero time reference point for
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breakup tim is taken to be that previous instant of tim at which the calculated
breakup tlme undergoes a large step decrease in magnitude; this would correapono
to the instant of time at which the droplet was injected into the airstream.
The diameter of the droplets produced after the shattering process (D2) is
given by an equation suggested by Wolfe and Andersen:
k3/./.L S3/tD v2 ]1/3 (4.9 .S)
A value of k 3 equal to 136 as suggested by Wolfe and Andersen is used in the model.
The number of droplets in the class undergoing shattering is adjusted by:
nz = n('_) 3 (4.9.6)
so that the mass in this class is conserved.
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4.10 Droplet-Solid Boundary InteractionModel
The trajectory calculation used in the PTRAK computer program Is used to
determine whether a droplet has struck a wall of the fuel preparation section
passage. A fraction of the incident particles will rebound elastically from the
wall; the other particles will adhere to the wall and may undergo evaporation.
The probability of rebound PRBJ for the Jth class Is the fraction of incident
particles that rebound elastically. Two mutually-exclusive probability functions
are available in the model:
0.0 s PRBj = C I <_1.0 (4.10.1)
or 0.0 <PRBj = I-C2(I/W) J <_I.0 (4.10.2)
where CI and C 2 are inout constants. The parameter, I/W, Is the ratio of droplet
kinetic energy to deformation energy for the Jth class.
In class J, the magnitude of the droplet velocity Is VJ so that the droplet
kinetic energy that must be dissipated at the wall is:
: I w'DJ 3
T T PLJ VJ2 T (4.1o.3)
If the droplet (upon striking the wall) flattens into a hemisphere of diameter DJ,
then conservation of mass requires
0 ! 21/3j = Dj (4.10.4)
The total surface area of the flattened droplet is
-- + -- "tr (Dj = --AIJ = 2 4 4 (4.lO.5)
whereas the droplet surface area prior to deformation Is
Aj = _ D: (4.10.6)
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so that the work (energy) of deformation is
W = S(Ae-A) = S.n-D 2 (3 22/3_1)
Thus--
(4.10.7)
(I/W)a _ 0.4 PLjDj y]45 (4.10.8)
The I/W ratio may be interpreted to mean that a certain amount of kinetic energy
must be dissipated on impact in order that sufficient deformation of the droplet
occur to cause it to stick to the wall.
For the fraction PRBJ of the droplets that rebound elastically, the droplet
properties are Identical to those of the incident droplets except that the normal
velocity component Is -VJn. The fraction I-PRBJ of droplets striking the wall remain
thereon and may evaporate. It must be remembered that the overall problem for the
fuel mixer Is a steady-state problem. The droplet transients are only important for
relating droplet lifetime to spatial locations within the mixer flowfleld. Thus,
it is not necessary to consider the rate of fuel evaporation from the wall (as
described, say, in Ref. 4.31). Rather, It is only necessary to determine how much
fuel has evaporated at location X on the wall; thls amount wlll serve as a boundary
condition in the fuel vapor diffusion equation.
Any fuel that does not evaporate but remains on the wall as a film wlll (in
time) reach a steady-state temperature equal to the wall temperature, Tw(x).
To determine the fate of this fuel, the percentage of fuel evaporating from the
wall is guessed and the distlllatlon temperature Is found from the distillation
curve. Tile Cox chart is then used to calculate the vapor pressure at Tw(x)
(see Sec. 4.5). If the vapor pressure is higher than the local ambient pressure,
the guessed value of fuel evaporated Is too high; If the vapor pressure Is less
than the local pressure, the guessed value is too low. The guessed value is
adjusted until the vapor pressure and local pressure agree.
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4.11 Numerlcal Hethods
The set of equations Eqs. (4.2.1) through 4.2.6) and Eqs. (4.3.3) and
(4.3.9) are solved using a predictor corrector method which is second order
accurate in At. This algorlthmmay be described in functlonal form as follows:
V[+l = V! +E (rm,Vm,TLm,Om) At e+! (4.11.1)
i
.=.. I, ,I,I ..4. ,.,,,.q.., ,,,,t. -4 Ip "I,I
r1,, = rx + F(rm, Vm,TLm,om}At (4.11.2)
T_.÷I "" ,'_'m,Tt.m' OmlAtl,*,Z°l = Tt.Z+ G(rm (4.11.3)
L,+I -" -"
DZ÷, = O1 + Hlrm,V m,TLm,omlAt _'+_ (4.11.4)
-" _÷I I _.v4,1 ---
Vm = -- (VL. . 1-VI) (4.11.5)2
=-_4,1 I ,.-*I_+I "1''_] )
r m = _ Lrz+l
w+l I w÷l
TLm = _- (TLT +TLI)
(4.11.6)
(4.11.7)
e+l I P÷l
Om = _ (Oz. ,+oz) (4.11.8)
At,,+,= A Sl_____V (4.11.9)
Vsm
The inltlal guess for the varlables at station I+1 are the corresponding values
at station I. Then the differential equations are evaluated at the mid point.
The iteration continues until
At"+' - Ate' I
IAt v (4.11.10)
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4.13 List of Symbols
Droplet cross-sectional area (cm 2)
Droplet surface area (cm 2)
Mass fraction of gaseous fuel (dimensionless)
Drag coefficient of droplet (dimensionless)
Specific heat at constant pressure (cal/gm/°K)
Specific heat at constant volume (cal/gm/°K)
Droplet diameter (cm)
Mass diffusivity (cm2/sec)
Coefficient of restitution (dimensionless)
Droplet cloud distribution function (dimensionless)
Droplet heat transfer coefficient (cal/cm2/°K]sec)
Droplet kinetic energy (gm cm2]sec 2)
Thermal conductivity (cal/cm/°K/sec)
Mass transfer coefficient (gm/cm2/atm/OK)
Distance between droplets (cm)
Droplet mass (gm)
Molecular weight (dimensionless)
Normal coordinate (dimensionless)
Droplet total number density (l/see)
Droplet number density Ith class (l/see)
Number density of collisions (1/see)
Number d,,nsitv of elastic collisions (l/see)
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""h
P
c
Pe
P
P f
P
r
PRB
o
qs
r
Re D
R
o
R
r
S
s
Sc
SND
t
t B
T
T
c
LLst of S3mbole (Cont'd)
Nusselt number for heat tramsfer (dtmensLonless)
Nusselt number for mass transfer (dlmenslouless)
Probabllity of coalescence (di_enslonless)
Or, critical pressure (arm)
Percent of llquld evaporated (dimensionless)
Pressure (arm)
Vapor pressure (arm)
Prandtl number c _/k (dimensionless)P
Probability of rebound (dimensionless)
Heat transfer rate (cal/sec)
Radius from axis of symmetry (cm)
Position vector for droplet (ca)
Droplet Reynolds number (dimensionless)
Universal gas constant (82.0575 cm3.atm/mole/°K
Rosin-Rammler function (dimenslonless)
Streannelse coordinate (dimensionless)
Surface tension (dyue/cm)
Schmidt number (_/0/_) (dimensionless)
Sauter mean diameter (cm)
Time (sec)
Droplet breakup time (sec)
Temperature (°K)
Critical temperature (OK)
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TD
Us, Un, U_
v
Vs, Vn, V_
V
v
0
wL
wf
0
Wfw
W
0
wL
Y
Z
_v
o D
Liar of Symbols (Cont'd)
Distillation temperature (oK)
Air velocity components (cm]aec)
Volume (cm 3)
Droplet velocity components (cm/sec)
Metric scale coefficient (1/cm)
Droplet velocity vector (cm/sec)
Vaporization rate gm/sec
Evaporation rate per volume (gm/cm3/sec)
Evaporation rate per area (gm/cm2/sec)
Work done by surface tension (dyn cm)
Liquid fuel flow rate (gm/sec)
Mole fraction (dimensionless)
Blowing parameter (dimensionless)
Mass transfer parameter (dimensionless)
Cox chart parameters for vapor pressure
Force constant (°K_
Heat of vaporization (cal/qm)
Molecular viscosity (gm/cm/sec)
Density (gm/cm 3)
Force constant (_)
Variance in binomial distribution (_m)
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Subscripts
a
f
L
m
s
0
1
2
I,J,K
List of Syabols (Cont'd)
Air properties
Gaseous fuel properties
Liquid fuel properties
Mean (air + fuel vapor film) properties
Conditions at droplet surface
Initial conditions
Conditions before collision
Conditions after collision
I, J, K th class
Conditions far from the droplet surface (at outer edge of film)
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TABLE 4.1
COLLISION INTEGRALS FOR CALCULATING BINARY DIFFUSION CO.EFFICIENTS
T._" _"_(T"..._) T.._._" _(T')
0.30 2.602 2.7 09.0
035 2.476 2.8 0,96_2
040 2.318 2.9 0.9576
045 2184 3.0 0.949o
050 2066 31 0.9406
0.55 1,966 32 C.9328
o60 1.877 3.3 0.9256
0 65 1 798 3.4 0.9186
070 1729 3.5 0.9120
0.75 t667 3.6 0 9058
0 80 1612 3,7 0.8998
085 1562 3.8 08942
090 115 , 7 3,9 08888
0 95 1.476 4.0 08836
100 1 439 4.1 08788
105 14o6 4.2 o8740
1 10 1375 4.3 08694
115 1.346 4.4 08652
120 1320 4.5 08610
1 25 1296 46 0 8568
130 1213 47 08530
135 1253 4.8 08492
1 40 1.233 4 9 0.8456
145 1215 5 08422
1 50 1.198 6 08124
1 55 1 182 7 07896
1 60 1 167 8 0 7112
1 65 1 153 9 0 7556
1 70 1 140 10 0 7424
1 75 1 128 20 0.6640
1 80 1 116 30 0 6232
1 85 1 105 40 05960
1 90 I 094 50 0 5756
I 95 1 084 60 05596
2 O0 1 075 70 0 5464
2 10 1 057 80 0 5352
2 20 1 041 90 0 5256
2 30 1 026 100 0 5110
2 40 1 012 200 0 4644
2 50 0 9996 300 0 4360
2 60 0 9878 400 0 4170
SOURCE REF 46. p_') 1126-1127
I0--|- 1-1
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FIG. 4.1
GEOMETRY OF DROPLET VAPORIZATION MODEL
'at
AIR
_INE T -- NET HEAT TRANSFER TO LIQUID PHASE
_1s -- HEAT TRANSFER TO DROPLET SURFACE
_% -- HEAT REQUIRED TO VAPORIZE FUEL
_ls h -- SUPERHEAT REQUIRED TO HEAT FUEL VAPOR TO AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
_lt -- TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER TO SYSTEM
SOURCE REF 4 3
I10--1_- 1-2
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ClG. 4.2
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REPRESENTATIVE DISTILLATION CURVE FOR JET-A
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COX CHART FOR NORMAL PARAFFINS -- CnH2n + 2
FIG. 4.3
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FIG. 4.4
DISTILLATION CURVE FOR WATER
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ClG. 4.5
DROPLET NUMBER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
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FIG, 4.6
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5.0 ANALYSIS OF DIFI_SION OF FURL VAPOR
5.1 General Approach
Since the mass fraction of fuel vapor 18 small (lean equivalence ratio), the
diffusion equation,_ reduce to one equation for the maas fraction of fuel vapor
dtffu,_tng into a kno_m gas (air) ftow field. The thermodynamic properties of
the fuel vapor and air mixture are taken to _ the thermodynamic properttea of
air. It is further assumed that the cloud of liquid fuel droplets does not
tnt_,r._'t with the fuel vapor other than to prod_we n ,_ource term tn the diffusion
_,qtt_lttotl dtte to evaporation and a source of diffltsion flux at the wall due to
t, wiporation of fuel from the wall. Since the flow field is turbulent, the
t_trblllelR diffusion coefficient i,_ assumed to be proportional to the effective
turbutetlt vtscosilx which is calculated in the solut ion of the air flow field.
Ill_d_,r these conditions the diffttsion equation reduces to a linear .,:econd order
p,u'_tbolic part i_|l differential t'quation which can be solved by a forward marching
il_tt, gr_ltion tet'hl_lque. The V_lpor Difftlm|ot_ (VAPDIF) _'ode is used to ,_oivt,
this d i t fusiotl et|u_tt lou.
•_vn_bol._ tt,qed it1 this st, L't ioll _;re detillt, d on p_lge 7_.
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5.2 Fuel Vapor Diffusion Equation
If diffusion in the strea_ise flov direction is neglected, then the diffusion
equation in orthogonal streamline coordinates is given by:
+° "° +° +':I ++---++Itv,ous _ + vpu, _-; + _" "r _ r _ + i._rvt + :f (+.2.l)
\
+
Pt V ¢]C *
--, w (5.2.2)
Jn= S c tin fw
Since the gas flow field (p, Us, Un, U_) is known, from the ADD code cal-
o o
culation and wf and Wfware known from PTRAK calculation, Eq. (5.2.i) is a linear
second order partial differential equation in the mass fraction of fuel C which
can be solved by forward marching techniques with the boundary condition Jn
at the wall given, and the initial conditions C (u, _) prescribed.
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5.3 Numerical Hethods
The computational mesh is defined by
sz = As(Z-I ) (5.3.1)
nj = n(J) (5.3.2)
_x -- A_IK-I) (5.3.3)
Anj = n(J÷l)- n(J) (5.3.4)
vhere it is noted that the computational mesh in the n direction is not uniform/y
spaced. For a nonuniform mesh the difference formulae are given by
c)n
_2, = [fJ'|'" --('_'r)fj,K _-rfj.|., 1 / d, (5.3.6)
r = Ana/Anj., (.5.3.7)
do: Anj +r 2AnJ_l (5.3.8)
(5.3.9)
8f fz., _ _zx)/_sc_'-s-: ( J,K (5.3.10)
vhere f is any variable. These difference formulae are also applicable to a uuiform
grid where r = 1 in the _ direction.
Equation (5.2.1) is solved using the method of point successive over relax-
ation (see Roache (Ref. 5.1)). Let the difference formula for mass fraction
C be given by
7O
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I i/
= c_+,,_-(i-_)_,_+,c__,,_j/d, (5.3.12)
Then the difference formulae Eq. (5.3.5) through Eq. (5.3.12) can be applied to
Eq. (5.2.1) and solved for C-j,K as the unknown in tem of the value of C at
neighboring points. The _+i guess for Cv+l is then
J,K
cV+l uJ,K : c_,_+ _(_,x -%,_1 (5.3.13)
The rclaxation factor R as determined by Garabedlan (Ref. 5.2) is given by
(R = 2/(l+3.014h/A I/2) (5.3.14)
where
V_JL-'] + _ KL-I] (5.3.15)
A =njL _KL (5.3.16)
Equation (5.3.13) is applied to all interior points.
sided difference formula is applied to Eq. (5.2,2).
ac= i_ci,, +,,-,',c_.,,-,.,r+z,c_._'lf,_,an
which can be solved for Cv+l.
J,K
Iteration continues until
At the boundary, the one-
As an example, for J = 1
(5.3.17)
C_,+1 _ C_ (5.3.18)
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5.5 List of Symbols
Mass fraction of fuel vapor (dimensionless)
Arbitrary variable
Normal coordinate (dimensionless)
Radius to axis of symmetry (cm)
Streamwise coordinate (dlmensionless)
Schmldt number (dimensionless)
Air velocity components
Evaporation rate per unit volume (gm/cm3/sec)
Evaporation rate per unit area (gm/c_2/sec)
Hetrlc scale coefficient (i/cm)
Tangential coordinate (dimensionless)
Effective turbulent viscosity (gm/cm/sec)
Density (gm/cm 3)
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6.0 COMPUTER MODEL CALIBRATION
6.1 Calibration of Fuel Droplet Model
Task II of the present study consisted of calibrating the model, especially
the particle tracking and vapor diffusion codes, by cowarlng predictions using
the model with experimental data. These data were provided to UTRC by NASA which
obtained them under a separate contract with Solar Turbines International (Ref.
6.1). These data were to be acquired at conditions simulating those occurring
in premixing-prevaporlzlng ducts and were to be sufficiently detailed to include
measures of the initial conditions required by the calculating procedures.
The experiments were conducted in an 8.89 x 8.89 cm square channel in which
air flowed at pressures and temperatures representative of compressor discharge
conditions. Fuel was injected through an orifice located on the downstream side
of a circular tube at its mld-span point. The tube traversed the center of the
duct and was shrouded by a thin symmetrical air foll over its entire length except
in the vicinity of the orifice.
A Jet-A type aircraft gas turbine fuel was used in the experiments reported
to UTRC. NASA obtained some properties of the batch of Jet-A fuel used in these
tests and these are shown in Table 6.1. Fuel properties not supplied by NASA
to UTRC for use in the calculations performed in Task II and Task III were esti-
mated by UTRC from other sources.
Data were recorded at three axial positions that were located 7.5, 15 and 30
cm from the fuel injector. The stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature
of air were measured at several points along bisectors of the duct both paral-
lel and perpendicular to the axis of the fuel injector strut. Laser Doppler
velocimetry (LDV) was used to determine the axial and radial components of air
velocity, the axial and radial components of droplet velocity, and the fuel droplet
size distribution at up to sixteen locatlons in the measuring half-plane at each
axial station• A spillover technique was used to determine the local concentration
of fuel vapor.
The data actually acquired in the experiments proved to be inadequate for
model calibration. Only one set of data was provided to UTRC, and because of
the large droplet sizes involved and hence very low ]evels of vaporization the
data were of limited use in calibrating the model. Data were acquired at a pres-
sure of 5 arm and at a temperature of 650K. The axial velocity of the air was
approximately 40 m/sec. The radial veloclty of the air was not reported because of
problems with the data reduction equipment. Data for the fuel droplets indicated
that the droplet axial velocity was typically 30 m/sec at the 7.5 cm measuring
station. Droplet radial velocities were typically a few meters per second at
this point. The spray velocity and mean partlcle size distributions were not
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symmetric about the mid-plane of the duct parallel to the fuel-injector strut
perhaps due to a misallgnment of the fuel injector strut. The data indicated
that the mean droplet size (% 278 _m at the 7.5 cm measurlng station) was essen-
tially unchanged between the 7.5 to 30 cm locations. Fuel vapor concentration
measurements were not reported to UTRC.
These data could not be used to calibrate the model since essentially no
vaporization occurred between the 7.5 and 30 cm measuring station. The computer
codes were used to verify this result. The geometry of the test section together
with the air flow conditions ,sere input into the Annular Diffuser Deck (ADD)
code. The effects of the strtt were ignored since it was believed that the strut
would have no measurable impact on the calculated vaporization rates. The drop-
let axial and radial velocity components together with a mean droplet size and
variance were input into the particle tracking (PTRAK) code at each of the twelve
locations reported for the 7.5 cm measuring station. The program calculated that
less than 3 percent of the fuel vaporized between the 7.5 cm and 30 cm axial
positions.
The heat transfer, mass transfer and drag coefficients used for these cal-
culations were those discussed in Section 4.4 and have been used by many other
workers in this field. The procedure used to determine the vapor pressure of the
fuel (Section 4.5) has not--as far as it is known--been used by other workers pre-
dicting fuel droplet vaporization behavior; however, the technique is a standard
chemical engineering procedure. While it is comforting that the calculated and
experimental results agree, it must be recognized that the vaporization and tra-
jectory calculations can be expected to require calibration at least for flows
at moderate pressures. Unfortunately, the test program had to be terminated
before data could be acquired for calibration of the models used to determine the
effects of droplet shattering, droplet coalescence, droplet-solid boundary inter-
actions (other than simple elastic rebounds) and high gas stream pressure.
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6.2 ModeX Seuitivtty Study
The intent of the model senstti_-lty study was to assess the behavior of the
model (the 8ystea of three computer program) when flow conditions, enpirical
factors, and nunertcal factors were altered about selected mean values. Empirical
factors, such as the heat and mass transfer coefficients used in the vaporization
analysis, were to be deterulned (or verified) as part of the task of model calibra-
tion. Numerical factors are those paraneters that control the mathematical pro-
gress of the codes such as those used to determine the step-slze in forward-
marching integration procedures.
There are three computer program used in the model. The gas flow fleld is
determined by the Annular Diffuser Deck (ADD) code. The behavior of the fuel
spray Is calculated using the particle tracking (PTRAK) program. The resultlng
distribution of fuel vapor is estimated using the Vapor Diffusion (VAPDIF) deck.
The results of VAPDIF are determined once the fuel vapor source terwB and the
computatloval grlds established by the ADD and PTRAK codes are speclfled. The
ADD code is a well-establlshed code in use at several government and industrial
sites. The sensitivity study was confined to evaluating the influence of changing
air or fuel spray conditions on predictions made using the PTRAK code.
The baseline conditions used in the sensitivity study were essentially those
of the calibration experiments; air stagnation pressure of 5 arm, air stagnation
temperature of 650K, fuel injection temperature of 31OK, and fuel droplet initial
velocities of (approximately) 30 m/sec. The droplet velocity varied from point
to point in the initial calculating plane simtlar to the experJJentally-deter_ned
variation. The calculations were performed over a distance of 22.5 cm corres-
ponding to the distance between the 7.5 ca and 30 cm measuring stations used in
the calibration experiments.
Effect of Initial Droplet Diameter
The reported droplet Sauter mean diameter (SMD) for the calibration experiments
(at the 7.5 cm measuring station) was 278 _m. The model predicted that less than
three percent of the fuel evaporated over a distance of 22.5 cm. Calculations
were also carried out for initial droplet SauCer mean diameters of I00 and 50 _m;
the model predicted that 13 percent and 39 percent, respectively, of the fuel
would vaporize. All subsequent calculations were performed with an initial SHD
equal to 50 _m.
Effect of Step-Size
Increasing the step-slze in the particle tracking code by a factor of 2.5
above the value used in the baseline case had no effect on the calculated amount
of fuel vaporized (39 percent). Step-size effects are expected to be sisniflcant
only for cases in which the droplets are small and have velocities sisnlficantly
different from the local air velocity.
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Effect of Initial Fuel Temperature
If the fuel is preheated to 360K, the analysis indicates that 44 percent of
the fuel vaporizes. This relatively small effect of fuel Inltlal temperature is
due to the droplets quickly reaching a temperature at which the rate of vaporization
Is just supported by the imposed heat flux. Thereafter, the droplet temperature
in either case increases slowly. For droplets of pure substances evaporating in
a uniform gas environment, the droplet temperature may reach a constant (wet-bulb)
value. For droplets of a distillate fuel (the case analyzed here) in the same gas
environment, the droplet temperature wlll never reach a constant value less than
the ambient temperature, the droplet temperature will increase continuously as
the more volatile components are evaporated. The calculated fuel droplet histories
are shown in Fig. 6.1. For cases in which the initial droplet temperature
transient is substantial]y longer, the results would differ more significantly.
Effect of Fuel Volatilit Z
A more volatile fuel can be expected to vaporize more rapidly than a less
volatile fuel. Fuel volatility was stimulated by reducing uniformly the fuel
distillation curve by 50K. The analysis predicted that 55 percent of the fuel
would vaporize.
Effect of Ambient Temperature
The stagnation temperature of the gas was increased from 650K to 750K. The
air velocity was maintained at the original value. The ADD code was used to
generate the new flow field. The PTRAK analysis calculated that 63 percent of fuel
vaporized. This result is reasonable since the heat transfer rate to the droplet
increases with increasing ambient temperature.
Effect of Initlal Droplet Axial Velocit Z
The initial axial velocity of the droplets was reduced to I0 m/see from 30
m/see; the PTRAK code calculated that 48 percent of the fuel would vaporize. Some
of this increase in fuel vaporization is due to the increased relative velocity
and, hence Reynolds number, based on droplet relative velocity; the droplet heat
and mass transfer coefficients used In the analysis (see Section 4.4) are strong
functions of Reynolds number. Droplet residence times increase when the droplets
have lower initial velocities, (Fig. 6.2), and the increase In residence tlme
augments the effects of increased Reynolds number. For smaller droplets the
effect of initial droplet velocity would be less important because these particles
would accelerate more rapidly to the local gas velocity.
Effect of Ambient Pressure
As the ambient pressure of the gas Is increased, the droplet Reynolds
number increases and the heat and mass tramsfer coefficients increase in magnitude.
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Thus, an increase in mbient prtsaura can be expected to increase the droplet
vaporization rate. On the other hand, the drag force on the droplet 818o increases
because _he decrease in drag coefficient is more then offset by the increased
dynamic pressure acting on the droplet. Tor a droplet with an In4tlal veZoclty
less than that of the air, the droplet accelerates more rapidly a8 the 8mblent
pressure increases and the droplet residence time in the preudxlng passage de-
creases. The effect of increasing enblent pressure on the extent of fuel
vaporized is the integrated result of an Increased vaporllatlon rate and a de-
creased residence time. No statement can be made a priori regarding the effect
of increasing ambient pressure.
In the case analyzed the air stagnation pressure was increased from 5 to
10 arm. The extent of vaporization was reduced sllghtly from 39 to 38 percent.
Evidently, the decrease in droplet residence time had a slightly greater influence
than the increase in vaporization rate.
Simultaneous Effects of Ambient Pressure and Initial Droplet Velocity
In this case, the ambient pressure was again increased from 5 to i0 arm
but the initial droplet axial velocity was decreased from 30 to 10 m/sec. The
lower initial droplet velocity increased the residence time in the premlxing
passage and the PTRAK code calculated that 43 percent of the fuel vaporized.
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6.3 Calibration of Vapor Diffusion Model
Calibration of the vapor diffusion model under Task II using the VAPDIF code
was undertaken using experimental data provided to UTRC by NASA-Lewis Research
Center. These data were obtained by NASA under a separate contract with Solar
Turbines International.
The experiments were conducted in the test facility described in Section 6.1
with methane injected into the flow through a small orifice at the initial
(Z = 0 cm) station. Methane concentrations were measured over the cross-sectlon
of the channel at the grid points shown in Fig. 6.3 at three downstream locations
(Z = 7.5, 15, 30 cm, respectively). The average mass fraction and fuel flow rate
at each station were determined by integrating the concentration data over the
cross-sectional grid. These results are presented in Table 6.2 where it will be
seen that the flow rate of methane increases by 60 percent from the first to
third measuring station.
The VAPDIF code was run using the flow conditions presented in Table 6.2.
For calculation purposes, the flow field was divided into a grid with 25 x 50
points at each of 38 axial locations. Convergence occurred in about 20 iterations
with the residual less than 10-4 • Computing time was about 20 see/station.
Initial methane concentrations were obtained by curve fitting a function to the
data recorded at the Z = 7.5 cm station.
The calculated methane concentration (mass fraction) distribution at the
Z = 30 cm plane is shown in Fig. 6.4. This distribution is similar to the typical
bell-shaped curve obtained from a point source. This result is not surprising
since in the experimental program the methane was injected into the flow field
through a small orifice located on the rig centerline. Comparisons of the cal-
culated and measured concentration distributions are shown in Fig. 6.5. The
data along the X = 3.61 cm grid line (see Fig. 6.4) was selected for comparison
p,irposes. The results shown in Fig. 6.5 were obtained using a Schmidt number equal
to 0. i0. Only general agreement could be obtained.
Higher values of Schmidt number produced poorer agreement with the data.
Generally, the turbulent Schmidt number is of the same order as the molecular
Schmidt number (Ref. 6.2) which is about 0.8 for methane and air mixtures at
the _r::ysure and temperature presented in Table 6.2. Since the data indicate a
lack_of mass conservation and since the Schmidt number varies inversely with the
n_ss diffusion coefficient, the VAPDIF computer program could not predict accurately
the de-_stream concentration profiles given the concentration profile at the
7 = 7.5 cm station.
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6.5 Tables
TABLE 6.1
Properties of Jet-A Fuel Used in Calibration Experiments
Kinematic Viscosity
Specific Gravity
Pour Point
Flash Point
Carbon Residue on i0 percent Residum
Distillation Curve
Initial Boiling Point
lO percent distillation
20 percent distillation
50 percent distillation
qo percent distillation
End point (98.5 percent recovery)
1.55 cs @ 311K
0.8096 @ 289K
211K
333K
0.28 percent
459K
472K
479K
494K
524K
560K
rJ
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TAitLll 6.2
I_XPltltIIqlEHTM, DATA
Elethane Gal I_lffusion Data
Atr Velocity V - 39•947 n/sec
Air i)enstty p - 2.7929 l_8/n 3
Duct Area A = 79.02 M2
Weight Flov Na = .8816 Ks/sec
z(c.)
7.5
15.0
30.0
CxlO 4
• 403
• 584
•653
m
O
Wf x 104 l_/8ec
• 355
.515
•571
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LOCATION OF MEASUREMENT POINTS ON MEASUREMENT GRID
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FIG. 6.4
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7.0 PARAI_TRIC STUDIZS
The model, consisting of three compuater programs, was applied to the
analysis of two configurations for premlxlng passages operating at conditions
corresponding to Energy Efficient Engine (E3) cruise conditions. In the analysls
of both designs, it was assumed that the Inlet air stagnatlon temperature was
745g, the Inlet air staLq_atlon pressure was 11.1 atm, and the Inlet air mean axial
velocity was 54.9 m/sec. The equivalence ratio used in the analysis was different
for each case.
Symbols used in this section are deflned on page 92.
7.1 Swirl Tube Premtxing Passage
In the swlrl tube design, fuel is injected via a pressure atomizer along the
centerllne of an essentially cylindrical passage (5.9 cm initial diameter by
ii.i cm long); thirty of these passages are arranged at equal azimuthal positions
at the upstream end of a single, annular burner (Fig. 7.1). A 15-deg swirl angle
is imparted to the air. The fuel flow rate produces an overall equivalence
ratio of 0.6.
The Annular Diffuser Deck (ADD) code wa8 used to calculate the air flow
field within the swirl tube using the assumed inlet air axial and tangential
(swirl) velocity profiles shown in Fig. 7.2.
The Particle Tracking (PTRAK) code was used to estimate the spatial dis-
tribution of fuel vapor sources due to the vaporization of injected fuel. The
fuel was divided into five classes distinguished by the the angle of injection;
each class contained twenty percent of the injected fuel. The Sauter mean
diameter (SMD) for each class was 35 _m. Data for the pressure atomizer used in
the swirl tube design indicate that the fuel spray is a hollow cone of 80-deg
included angle with a variation of _ 10 deg. For the simulation, the droplets
were assumed to be injected with angles of 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50-deg relative
to the centerline of the passage. A fuel injection velocity of 17.6 m/sec
(corresponding to the specified injector pressure drop of 1.22 arm) was assumed.
(Because the initial diameter of the droplets is small, the droplets will
accelerate rapidly to the freestream velocity so that the calculated results are
insensitive to the choice of initial velocity in these cases.)
The calculations were performed usin_ a 30-deg segment of each swirl tube.
The fuel droplets acquire a tangential velocity component due to the swirl
velocity of the air. The PTRAK code accounts for droplets exiting through one
"boundary" of the segment by allowing identical droplets to enter at the opposite
boundary of the segment. The radial and azimuthal variations of droplet position
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for the droplet injected at an angle of 40 deg relative to the axial direction
are shown in Fig. 7.3 where it can be seen that the fuel droplets are confined
to the inner region of the flow. The calculatlons indicate that over 99 percent
of the fuel is vaporized at the exit of the swirl tube (Fig. 7.4).
The Vapor Diffusion (VAPDIF) code was used to calculate the fuel vapor
concentration profiles throughout the segment of the swirl tube. A turbulent
Schmidt number (Sct = _/P_t ) of unity was assumed. A contour plot of equivalence
ratio at the exit of the swirl tube (and, hence, entrance to the annular burner)
is shown in Fig. 7.5; it is noted that little diffusion of fuel vapor has
occurred. There is published evidence to suggest that the tubulent Schmldt number
should be about 1.0 (Ref. 7.1); however, unpublished Corporate-sponsored analytical
and experimental efforts at UTC suggest that a lower value (0.5) may be more
appropriate. A lower Schmidt number corresponds to a higher rate of diffusion.
In addition, the average value of eddy viscosity calculated by the ADD code is
lower (by about a factor of 3.0) than anticipated based upon the use of other
eddy viscosity models at UTC. The uncertainty in the calculated equivalence
ratio contours due to the uncertainty in the proper choice of turbulent Schmidt
number and eddy viscosity can be reduced only through the conduct of experiments
to calibrate properly the model.
The available evidence indicates that the rate of mixing of the fuel vapor
and air is probably understated in these calculations. However, if the calculated
profiles of equivalence ratio are at all representative of conditions within a
swirl tube, then it can be concluded that the design does not produce a profile
satisfactory for use with the lean, premixed combustion concept. On the other
hand, the design is capable of achieving nearly complete vaporization, a
result is not expected to be affected by a different choice of mixing parameters
(_t and Sct).
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7.2 Series Stased P_xiD8 Psssale
In the series stased confisuration, fuel Is injected through sixty full
injectors spaced at equal azlmuthal locatlons within a premlxln8 passage that Is
concentric with the axis of the enslne (FIE. 7.6). No swirl is imparted to
either the air or the fuel. The fuel injector is a simple streamlined shape
(Fig. 7.7) vlth orifices at four equal azimuthal positions; the fuel is injected
normal to the local flow direction. The axis of the fuel injector is parallel
to the local flow direction. At the cruise condition, the fuel flow rate in the
premlxlng passage produces an overall equivalence ratio of 0.55.
The ADD code was run with the uniform inlet air conditions described above
and the geometry shown in Fig. 7.6 up to the point where the premixing passage
just enters the combustor. Four classes of droplets were used in the PTRAK
analysls. Each class had an initial SMD of 25.14 _m. Each class of droplets
was injected at an angle nearly normal (80-deg) to the local freestre_directlon
but at four equal azimuthal angle locations (corresponding to the four orifice
positions) around the injector. A 6-deg segment of the annular premixlng passage
was analyzed. The calculations indicate that all of the fuel is vaporized upstream
of the exit of the passage (Fig. 7.8).
The fuel concentration profiles were estimated using the VAPDIF code.
Contour plots of equivalence ratio are shown in Fig. 7.9; as in the case of the
swirl tube design, it is seen that little mixing of the fuel and air has occurred.
The turbulent Schmldt number was assumed to be unity and the average eddy
viscosity calculated by the ADD code was lower than the anticipated level. Thus,
for reasons similar to those presented in the discussions of the swlrl tube design,
the degree of mixing may be understated in the series staged design.
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=_t
Sct
Pt
p
7.4 Liat of Symbols
Turbulent mass diffusivity (ca2/see)
Turbulent Schaidt number _t/O_t
Eddy viscosity (gm/cm-sec)
Density (gm/cm 3)
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FIG. 7.2
INLET AIR VELOCITY PROFILES FOR SWIRL TUBE PREMIXING PASSAGE
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FIG. 7,3
TRAJECTORY OF DROPLET INJECTED AT 40 deg ANGLE INTO
THE SWIRL TUBE PREMIXING PASSAGE
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AXIAL VARIATION IN THE EXTENT OF FUEL EVAPORATED
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8.0 ANALYSIS OF AUTOICNITION
8.1 General Approach
The analysis described in Sections 3.0 through 5.0 provides a method for pre-
dicting the performance of an LPP design with respect to fuel vaporization and mix-
ing. This section describes a method for predicting the occurrence of autoignition
in turbulent two-phase flow within practlcal premixlng section designs. A litera-
ture review conducted to identify the important characteristics that influence the
occurrence of autoignition and to aid in the development of autoignition models is
presented in the Appendix.
Two autoignition models are described in this section. In either model, it is
assumed that the progress of the pre-ignition chemical reactions can be related to
the level or rate of change of concentration of a critical, intermediate chemical
species. The characteristics of this species and the autoignition criterion are
specified for each model. As was done in the previous sections of this report, the
weak interaction assumption is made so that the determination of the occurrence of
autoignition can be carried out in successive steps. First, the viscous flow field
for the carrier gas (air) is determined by use of the ADD code as described in
Section 3.0. Second, the liquid fuel droplet heating and evaporation rates are cal-
culated by the PTRAK code as described in Section 4.0. Third, the fuel vapor con-
centracion distribution is calculated using the fuel vapor source terms and the
VAPDIF code as presented in Section 5.0. Finally, with the distribution of fuel
vapor known, the net production and turbulent mixing of critical species in the
vapor phase can be calculated as described below and an estimate of autoignition
time in realistic LPP mixing passage can be made. The models described in this
section permit the calculation of the net production of critical species in a
two-phase fuel-air mixture in which critical species are produced and consumed both
throughout the diffusing fuel vapor-air mixture and within the fuel vapor film sur-
rounding the liquid droplets. This second source of critical species is a function
of fuel droplet heating and vaporization rates. The basic assumption of weak inter-
action has been applied throughout this formulation of the general problem of pre-
mixing passage flow analysis. For the autoignition analysis, it is assumed that the
production of critical species does not affect the fuel vapor concentration. The
significance of this assumption on the ignition delay times predicted by each of the
two autoignition criteria is discussed below. An exception to the weak interaction
has been made in that the temperlture depression due to fuel evaporation is taken
into account. That is, the ene_, which is extracted from the carrier gas and which
is used to heat the fuel droplets ad to evaporate the fuel results in a decrease in
the temperature of the gas. This can significantly affect the pre-ignition chemical
reaction rates. The amount of heat extracted from the gas is calculated in the PTRAK
code and must be equal to the change in internal energy of the flow passing through
a _iven volume of the flow field. Because the mass flux is also known, the tempera-
ture change can be calculated.
Symbols used in this section are defined on pages 114-115.
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8.2 Basic Equations
It is assumed that autoignition is controlled by the level or rate of change of
a critical intermediate species. The equation relating the production, convection,
and turbulent mixing of this species (for which the mass fraction is designated C2)
is given by the diffusion equation
DC2 -_2C = SQ+S d (8.2 1)D---T 2
where the convection term is
DC2 _ [ pu, ] 0C.___22[Pu2 l _C2 [ Pu3 ] 0C2 (8.2.2)
and the diffusion term is
_2Cz:[./'/'E ' ] _2C2 /tZE , I _2C2
S c h22 h32
hlh2h 3 o_Y2 \ h2 S c OY 2
[ , 0 ( hih2 _'..__e)} c)C._.-._-2
+ "h|h2h3 (_Y3 h3 Sc c)Y3
(8.2.3)
The terms within the brackets are known apriori from previous calculations (see Sec-
" 0). The source term Sg represents the net rate of formation (production minus
.... fuel
tlon 5. . , "- _:........ it volume of critical specles In the dlffuslng
• on) er unlt _m_ v=_ _-
consumptl _-_e The source term Sd represents the net rate of formation per unit
7. --, i[ miX.up-.
vapor a . , _ "-:-_ s_ecies in the fuel vapor f11m surrounalng rne
time per unlt volume ot crIL_d_ v
droplet. The source term Sg is calculated from
dx2 (8.2 4)sg : M 2 d--7-
where d×2/dt i_ [.ile rate of change of molar concentration of the critical species
due to chemical reaction (see Section 8.3). The molar concentration and mass frac-
tion for critical species are related by
PC2
X2: _ (8.2.5)
The source term Sd is obtained by inteKratin_ dX2/dt over the time At in which the
,troplet resides in the volume dV, integrating over the volume of vapor film surround-
iua the droplet, and summing over all droplet classes.
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t ÷ _t d-d-d-_ dr}S¢l'/kt;_ n:Zfi {_.rd'bnr'_ d,
d-"'_ r d t dt (8.2.6)
Eq. (8.2.6) is evaluated at the local temperature and fuel concentration (partial
pressure) of the vapor surrounding each droplet. The radial variations in tempera-
ture and fuel vapor partial pressure are determined in accordance with the model
presented in Section 4.0 which is based upon the model described in Ref. 8.1. The
radial variation in film temperature is given by
l', :-- _' {exP[z r-r'l'}+'Ts.-"z'-
,s _- (8.2 7)hAsZ
It can be shown that the Lewis number within the fuel vapo:: film is generally not
equal to unity so that the thicknesses of the heat and mass transfer boundary
layers surrounding the droplet differ. However, the heat transfer and mass trans-
fer coefficients used in the model developed in Ref. 8.1 are determined from corre-
lations that use droplet diameter as the length scale; this convention has the
practical effect of defining the heat and mass transfer boundary layer thicknesses
as equal. Essentially, the model presented in Ref. 8.1 is used to derive a func-
tional form for the vaporization rate and then a mass transfer coefficient corre-
lation is used to obtain the constant of proportionality. Consistent with this
approach, the functional form for the radial variation of fuel vapor partial pres-
sure is derived assuming that the heat and mass transfer boundary layer thicknesses
are equal.
P'= Po-(Po-Pf, s)exp[A(r-r, )] (8.2.8)
where
A= _ In Po-Pf, s
(8.2.9)
Then the molar concentration of fuel is:
X, = pf/(RoTf) (8.2.10)
The decrease in temperature of the carrier gas (air) due to the heat extracted
by droplet heating and vaporization is calculated from the energy equation. If it
is assumed that diffusion and crosswise convection can be neglected, then
__ : £fi rt+AtrPulCp ] dT -n { _,dt_ " (8.2.11)L h I dy=
where the sink term on the right-hand side is obtained by integrating the droplet
heat transfer rate cver the time the droplet resides in the volume dV and then summing
these integrals for all droplet classes.
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8.3 Autoignition Models
The first autoignition model described in this section (designated Model I) is
based on a kinetics scheme proposed by Hautman, et al. (Ref. 8.2) who examined data
for the autoignition of several paraffin fuels and determined that during the pre-
ignition period (I) the fuel molecule decomposes into ethene and other chemical
species and (2) the maximum ethene concentration corresponds in time to the time
at which a sudden rise in gas temperature occurs. Thus, the time of maximum ethene
concentration is defined by the authors as the autoignition time. It is assumed in
the model described in Ref. 8.2 that all of the fuel is in the vapor phase, that
the amount of fuel is specified as an initial condition, and that all chemical reac-
tions occur in the vapor phase at the molecular level. It is assumed herein that
thi_ model can be generalized to two-phase flows consisting of mixtures of liquid
fuel dro_lets and fuel vapor convected by a carrier gas such as air. The rate of
change of the molar concentration of ethene is given by
dxe
_Fx:F- RBXo2 Xl X2 (8.3.1)dt 2-RFXozOF Xl QB _B YB
(where X 1 and X 2 represent the concentrations of fuel and critical species, respectively).
and the reaction rate constants are of the form
R F = A F exp(-EF/R)eT) (8.3.2)
RB = AB exp(-EB/R_T) (8.3.3)
Although Eq. (8.3.1) has the formal structure consistent with forward and reverse
reactions, it could represent the net production and depletion of ethene by
distinct processes. In terms of mass fraction, Eq. (8.3.1) becomes
-- OF '_Fc_ F eBCI_BC_B (8.3 4)Sg=---_RFXo2C -RBXo 2
_.Vh t:' r e
_/f2p _ F +YFRF
M,fi Mzy F (8.3.5)
Iu the model described in Ref. 8.2, the rate of depletion of fuel is calculated
accord in_ to :
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• --R vaF X_SX2YF
dt s "0 2 (8.3.7)
Eqs. (8.3.1) and (8.3.7) are solved simultaneously. Since 8B is negative, then the
ethene concentration will (eventually) reach a maximum and decrease thereafter. The
time of maximum ethene concentration (as indicated by dX2/dt equal to zero) is
designated as the autoignition time.
Due to the weak interaction assumption, no fuel depletlon chemical reaction is
included in the present analysis. Thus, the concentration of ethene will approach
asymptotically a maximum value and an autoignition criterion different from that
used in Ref. 8.2 must be developed. In the present analysis, autoignition is assumed
to occur when the time rate of change of ethene due to chemical reaction becomes
less than some specified fraction of the local ethene concentration; i.e.,
dxz/dt
x 2
< w (8.3.8)
It has been estimated by the present authors using the data presented in Ref. 8.2
that _ is of the order of 5000 sec -I. A refined estimate of _ would require calibra-
tion of the criterion used herein with the numerical results reported in Ref. 8.2
It should be noted that the model described in Ref. 8.2 is based upon data ob-
tained using a shock tube operated at stagnation temperatures typically in excess
of 1200K whereas the present analysis is intended for use in the analysis of pre-
mixing passages (stagnation temperatures between 400 and 90OK). The constants used
in the model described in Ref. 8.2 were obtained by calibrating the model with these
shock tube data. It is well-known that different rate-controlling processes may
be important at high and low temperatures. The present authors estimate that the
use of the model constants presented in Ref. 8.2, when applying the model to the
analysis of flows within premixing passages, will produce unrealistically large
values of ignition delay time. Clearly, calibration of this model for the lower
temperature (and higher pressure) levels characteristic of flows within premixing
passages is required and therefore, there is no basis for selecting a value of the
autoignition criterion (_) for these conditions.
In the second model for autoignltion (Model II), it is assumed that autolgni-
tion occurs when the concentration of an unknown, critical species reaches a criti-
cal value. This approach is essentially the same as that described in Ref. 8.3.
Model constants are obtained by comparing the calculated autoignition time with ex-
perimental data. Thus, if X2 represents molar concentration of critical species
and if X2c is its critical value, then ignition occurs when
$
X2 >- X2c (8.3.9)
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X 2
-- >_1
X2C (8.3.10)
It i_ ;ISSUlU_,d that tile normalized rate ot production of crttica], species is _iven
bV lilt t'.'Kl_t't'._;,_i iOlt Of [hc' tOl'm:
d (x 2/X2c ) _ EF/RtltT _I_T v
.......... - AFedt xfx°2 C8.1.ll)
,il!,l th,il the l, rodllcl ion oi X., has neltli£ible ellcot on tile concl'nl, rat ioll o[ tlll, l
,lll,{ <_. id i;':,'l .
In /_i-,I,,i to _l,<;t ' t:q. tS.i.ll) in the ,littlisiou cqu,lt{on, I';q. tS.;'.l), it is
ii<'c<'_,.';,Itv ,'ilh<'r tl_ t,_ know lhe v,lluc ot X2t, or (;_) to expi'_'ss both the ,v,otirct,
t,,iill_; ,lild Ih<, diltusion _,qll_lt {Oll in l_,l-iil,,4 of norinali::t,d Coilt'l'llli'atiOll.q. B_'t'illi.'4o
in ltti.'; lu_dL'l the chAr,ict_,ri.,;lic_ ot the critical ._:p_'c'ics at'l, tlllktlO%qll, tilt, _t,t',ltlcl
,il,l,l,,:icll i,,_ t4Kl',l. 'l'ht' :;out'co tel'In,'; )tiv<'l_ I,v I';q,_. (8.2.4/ alld (tq.'l.()) call bt, ,'x-
i,i ,,_;_cd _t.,4
Sg: X2c fo[dtX21X2c)/di] tS._.t2)
,ilia
Sd= x_cfd[d(X21Xzcildt ] (8. i. l _)
,it,d th,' ,li tlisioll _'qu,itioll _'illl b_' writt_,ll :1:;:
DtC2fC2c) X2c
_'VZ(C2/C2c ): -(fg+fd )Ot C;_c ts. t, i4)
i'll,'l! , _l:_ ll'_,." t'q
O(C.,,,C2c) ...-, p
.................. (fg
'Dr " V'(C2/C2c): /g-'f2 "Vle) iS. _,. 1',)
!C 1', ,'t i.l,"ll i,wl ,'x,l:!lln,lt i,_n ,_l I_1_ tS..'.41, (8.'.(_). ,illd (8.1.l'_} that the'
,,':'.i,,_1,',1 i,.I,iI It,' l'i.i,;_; li,l<li,_il di_;lriblilion is ii_,l,,l_,'ud,,nt ot It , Iilo inoll,Clll;ll
I1_,', ,,n_:l.nl!'; .ll,l,'.li in¢ in Iq. (,q. t 11/ :if,' obt.iin,',l by t iisi d,'rivint; fill
,. pi,,.,:,l,ql I,,i lh,, i_.,llit i,,n d,,I.iv lime l_q" .i inlit,_rnl till,|--.l{r r.li×tur_' in ;i con.,itlinl
t,.l l,,,i .lliil,,, < ,,ll_,l.ili', pl_,_,;lii ,, I !<_w ,lild lh_'ll l'Ol_li_aliltl, tll_, ll,silll to lh_' ,ipprol_ri;il_,
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ignition delay time correlation for this simple flow situation.
time x is defined such that
r d(xz/Xzc)dt dt = I
or
-EF/net (_ TVr - IAFe XfXo 2
The autoignition
(8.3.16)
(8.3.17)
and therefore
A_" • _"/"eT
r : XfXo2_ST v (8.3.18)
As an example of the method used to determine the constants in Eq. (8.3.11),
consider the ignition delay time data for various fuels obtained by Spadaccini and
TeVelde (Ref. 8.4) and recently correlated in terms of mixture temperature and
equivalence ration (Ref. 8.5). A suggested correlation assuming second-order pres-
sure dependence is, for example only:
KeE/RT
o
r p2_ (8.3.19)
The temperature appearing in Eq. (8.3.19) is the mixture temperature corresponding
to the equlvalence ratio, _. The equivalence ratio is related to the molar concen-
trations of fuel and oxygen by
_: Xf/Xo¢
I/nST (8.3.20)
so that
Xf = XOZ_/nsT
(8.3.21)
and
P
X°2= Y02_ (8.3.22)
Thus, Eq. (8.3.19) becomes
Ro2nST e IF/Ire1'
T =
^FO 
(8.3.23)
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Then, comparing Eqs. (8.3.19) and (8.3.23), the constant used in the model are
Y_92 K
EF=E
_ = 0
I09
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8.4 Ikmerlcal Methods
The source ter_ Sd siren by Eq. (8.2.6) and the energy sink term in Eq. (8.2.11)
are calculated in the PTRAK code using a predictor-corrector method described in
Section 4.11. This method is seccmd-otder accurate over the time step dr. The
volume tntestaticm in Sq. (8.2.6) is obtained using the trepesoidsl rule vhich is
also second-order accurate.
The solution of the non-linear diffusion equation, Eq. (8.2.1), is obtained
using the numerical methods described in Section 5.3 end is included as part of the
VAPDIF code. The source term S_ requires special tree,sent vhen Node1 I is used
since Eq. (8.3.4) is nonlinear tn C2. The authors of the model described in Ref. 8.2
recomsend an intesration ste1_-sise on the order of one microsecond vhereas the typi-
cal integration step-else (in terms of flow residence time) used by the VAPDIF code
is at [east one order of magnitude larger. Presently, the source term Sg is deter-
mined from
where
(8.4.1)
&xz , f dxg
ZT.,,,.tT dt (8.4.2)
such that the integration step-size is approximately I _sec in the volume whose
residence time is At.
Since the source term is not a function of C2 (or equivalently, X2) for Model
II, it is not necessary to calculate Sg using Eqs. (8.4.1) and (8.4.2). Instead,
a single calculation is performed using Eqs. (8.3.11) and the source term is th_n
determined using Eq. (8.2.4). For moderate to large numbers of computational grid
points, the use of Model [l can result in a significsnt savings in computational
time.
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8.5 Results and Discussion
Autoignitlon Model I was used to analyze the flow within the Series Staged
Premixing Passage described in Section 7.2. The constants used in this model were
obtained from Ref. 8.2 and are presented in Table 8.1. Figure 8.1 shows the cal-
culated axial variations of ethene mass fraction along several coordinate lines,
which in the present approach approximate the actual streamlines. These stream-
lines are located at approximately 20, 40, 60 and 80 percent of the distance from
the inner to the outer wal_ of the passage in the plane of symmetry. The results
presented in Fig. 8.1 show a rapid increase in ethene mass fraction in the region
where the fuel droplets are evaporating. The ethene mass fraction increases at a
less rapid rate as droplet vaporization is completed and then appears to increase
mort" rapidly near the duct exit where only the gas-phase reaction occurs. These
calculated results were obtained for two-phase flow and include the effects of
droplet evaporation, turbulent diffusion, and chemical reaction both in the gas
phase and in the film surrounding the liquid fuel droplets.
The autoignition criterion proposed for Model I, Eq. (8.3.8), states that
autoignition occurs when the rate of change of ethene concentration due solely to
chemical reaction becomes less than some fraction of the ethene concentration.
The axial variation of the minimum rate of change in ethene concentration due to
chemical reaction relative to the local ethene concentration is shown in Fig. 8.2.
For a completely premixed, preveporized fuel air mixture at the point of injection,
as assumed in Ref. 8.2 and as assumed in deriving the autoignition criterion, the
autoignition criterion should decrease monotonically. However, the mixture within
the Series Staged duct is neither completely prevaporized nor premixed at the point
of injection so that the behavior of the autoignition parameter shown in Fig. 8.2
is quite different. Furthermore the absolute level of this parameter is much less
than that suggested by examining its behavlor for rhe relatively high temperature
flow situations described in R_:f. 8.2 _lerefore, without further calibration it
is not possible at the present time to use Model I and autoignition criterion,
Eq. (8.3.8), t_ determine the likelihood of autoignition in the Series Staged passage.
/h_'.oigniti_:n Mod,,l II was then used to analyze the flow within the Series Staged
Premtxing P-_ssage (described in Section 7.2). The constants used in this model
wert' obt._i_:_'.qby aF,pl/ing the procedure described in Section 8.3 to an unpublished
.,,,r_,lati_,_ of the ignition delay data for Jet-A fuel presented in Ref. 8.4.
8..59 x IO- ,2 e366,4/R • r
(8.5.1)
Tht, constants for Mod,,l II art, presented in Table 8.2. Calculations made using
thi_ correlation indicat,, that autoignition within the Series Staged Premixing
Pasqar,' does not occur for the assumed flow conditions if the flow therein is uni-
form. The contours of relative mass fraction, calculated using Model II and shown
III
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in Fig. 8.3, indicate that autoignition may occur near the exit of the duct in the
relatively fuel-rich interior of the flov (see FiB. 7.9). Since the calculated
profiles of equivalence ratio and mixture temperature are non-uniform, a direct
comparison of calculated autoignition times made using Model II and the correlatlon
based upon uniform flow conditions (Eq. 8.5.1) is not possible at present without
additional calibratlon of the model.
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8.7 List of Symbols
Constant (1/cm)
Reaction rate constants
Film thickness _ droplet radius (cm)
Specific heat at constant pressure (cal/gm/K)
Mass fraction
Activation energy (cal/mole)
Heat transfer coefficient (ca!/cm2/K/sec)
Metric scale coefficients (1/V, l/V, r, see Section 3.7)
Constant
Molecular weight
Droplet number density (I/sec)
Stoichiometrlc oxidizer to fuel mole ratio (dimensionless)
Pressure (arm)
Reaction rate constants
Universal gas constant (82.0575 cm3-atm/mole/K)
Universal gas constant (1.98717 cal/mole/K)
Schmidt number (dimensionless)
Source terms for critical species (gm/cm3/sec)
Time (set)
Temperature (K)
Velocity components (m/sec)
Metric scale coefficient (inverse of potential flow velocity)
Molar c_ncentration (moles/cm 3)
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YI 'Y2 'Y3
YO 2
Z
c_,8,y,8,v
At
_JE
T_
f_
i
Subscyiiiiiiiii_s_.
a
c
f
B
F
O 2
S
1
Coordinates (dimensionless)
Mole fraction of oxygen (dimensionless)
Blowing parameter
Reaction rate exponents (dimensionless)
Residence time in volume element (sec)
Effective turbulent viscosity (gm/cmlsec)
Carbon number of fuel (dimensionless)
Equivalence ratio (dimensionless)
Density (gm/cm 3)
Residence time (sec)
Autoignition criterion (sec -I)
Air
Critical value
Fuel
"Reverse" reaction - depletion of critical species
"Forward" Reaction - production of critical species
Oxygen
Droplet surface
Fuel
Critical species
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TABLE 8.1
Autoignition Model I Constants Used in the
Analysis of the Series Staged Premixing Passage
n 12
1017.32 1014.70
AF 1.0 x B B 1.0 x
EF 49600 E B 50000
1.07 _B 1.18
B .5 6B -.37
y .4 7B .90
TABLE 8.2
Autoignition Model II Constants Used in the
Analysis of the Series Staged Premixing Passage
q
|
n
A
E
12
3.05 x 1017
36614
1.0
1.0
0.0
2.0
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9.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analytical approach for modeling the operational characteristics of
premixing-prevaporizing fuel-air mixing passages developed herein (i.e._
the successive application of the ADD, PTRAK, and VAPDIF computer codes)
produces results which are physically realistic. Insufficient data exists
for calibrating the fuel droplet evaporation model (PTRAK) and the vapor
diffusion model (VAPDIF). Predictions of the evaporation model, however,
are consistent with the available data. Results of calculations performed
by the diffusion model indicate that the turbulence levels and diffusion
rates are lower than levels anticipated on the basis of general experience.
Data on turbulence levels and turbulent dlffuslvities are required to cali-
brate the turbulence models.
The model sensitivity study indicates that the more important parameters for
determining the fuel droplet evaporation rate are initial droplet size, fuel
volatility, and ambient temperature, while the less important parameters are
initial fuel temperature and initial droplet velocity.
The model was used to analyze two designs of premixing-prevaporizing fuel-air
passages. The model predicted that both designs produce essentially complete
vaporization. For the levels of turbulence calculated by the model, it was
determined that neither design produces a uniform vapor f,_el-air ratio profile
at the exit of the passage.
Two autolgnitlon models have been described and these models have been incor-
porated into the analysis. One model embodies the framework required for the
incorporation of multi-step chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms. The other
is based on application of a simple global expression for describing the pro-
gress of the autoignition process. Both models were applied to the analysis
of a premixed-prevaporized fuel-air mixing _assage; however, only a qualita-
tive assessment of the computed results was possible since further calibration
of these models is required before a quantitative assessment can be made. Pre-
sently, a single rate expression is employed in the first model; with further
development of the VAPDIF code, simplified multi-step mechanisms for hydrocarbon
fuel oxidation appearing in the literature could be incorporated. In addition,
further calibration and refinement of the autolgnltion models used in the
present calculations are needed which account for the depletion of fuel and for
the influence of turbulence on pre-ignition reaction rates.
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APPENF.,IX A- LITERATURE SUIVEY
LITERATURE SURVEY CONDUCTED IN SUPPORT OF
TXE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL FOR AUTOIGNITION
INTRODUCTION
A literature survey was conducted to provide information in support of the formula-
tiOll .'tnd calibration of an analytic nlodel capable of predicting the onset of autoigni-
rio. withi, the pre._ixing passage of lean, premixing, prevaporizing (LPP) combustora.
'l_e.q,, models have been it_corporated into the computer programs used to analyze the LPP
combustor pren_ixing passage floes. These computer codes are described in the previous
sections. The results of the literature survey are presented herein.
Svmbol._ used In this section are defined on p_lge 136.
Background
The application of the LPP concept presents several design problems a major
probl,,m being prevention of autoignition. It is veil known that autoignition time
(ignition delay time) decreases with increasing pressure and gas tmaperature. There-
fore, the severity of the autoignition problem increases as the de,iRn pressure ratio
of modern gas turbine engines increase. For most proposed designs, autoiRnition in
the premixing passage must be prevented because the uncooled engine hardware in this
duct can undergo catastrophic failure as a result of the sudden larle heat release
following autoignitlon, Clearly, the exploitation of the LPP concept requires that
tht, residence time "¢;thin the fuel preparation passage be long _noulh to achieve
e._.,'lltial|y complete vaporization and mixing of the fuel and yet short enou#th to pea-
chide tilt, occurrence of autoignition. The analysis described in Sections 3 thorugh 5
(1_)St;) provides a method for predicting the performance of an LPP design vith respect
t,_ f_.,l vapot izatio, and mixi.g. It is desired to incorporate within the analysis a
modt,! of tilt, autoignit, ion proc,.sa such that it viii be possible to determine whether
autoig.iti,,, occur, in a given fuel preparation du:'t. This model must be sufficiently
c,.npreh,..sive to a.hlr,,s._ all of the proce.aes which could affect the progress of the
pr,,-ig.itio, el,action in the turbulent, two phase flow field charact,.riatic of prac-
tical premixi.g ,t'ctit,llde._igns.
Th,' first ob],,ctive ol this effort was to review the literature from the point
,,t vi,,w of gale.t irving the charact,,ri.tica of the flow which can influence the
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occurrence of autoiznition.
canoe:
The following factors were projected to be of siSnlfi-
1. mixture pressure;
2. mixture temperature;
3. degree of fuel vaporization and mixture ratio;
4. droplet initial temperature;
5. droplet size;
6. mixture turbulence characteristics including the intensity, scale and
distribution of turbulence;
7. fuel chemlcal composition.
Attention was given to examining the literature from the staulpoint of defining the
appropriate functional relationships between autoignltion time and these factors.
Attention was also given to llterature_flllch might point to factors of significance
other than those listed above.
Nhen conducting the survey, primary consideration was given to papers dealing
specifically with autoignition or ignition delay phenomena. H_ever, related infor-
mation may prove useful in developing this model; therefore, information on the
autoignition temperature, the mixture below which autolgnition is not possible, and
on the minimum energy which an external source (e.g., a spark) must apply in order
to ignite a fuel-air mixture is cited where such information is believed to be of
significance.
The experimental procedures employed in various efforts to obtain autoignition
data were not directly of interest in this survey; the reader interested in these
techniques is referred to Spadaccini and TeVelde (1980). However, as emphasized by
Spadaccinl and TeVelde, the interpretation of reported data does, in fact, require
an appreciation of the influence of the experimental technique used upon the data
obtained.
The review of the experimental literature on autoignition is given in the fol-
lowing section of this report. A second objective of this task was to review previ-
ously published models of the autoignitlon process. The results of that phase of
the effort are given in the final section of this appendix.
Procedures
This survey was conducted by reviewing the contents of the United Technologies
Corporation Library. In addition, computer-assisted searches were conducted of the
National Technical Information Service, Science Citation Index, and Current Contents.
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REVIEW OF EXPERIM_TAL DATA
1. Effect of Mixture Pressure
It is reasonable to expect that the rates of gas phase chemical reactions vary
directly with the concentration of the reactants. For pre-ignftion reactions of
air and fuel in the range of mixture ratios of interest, it follows that reaction
rates should vary directly with pressure. Because ignition delay time is related
inversely to the pre-ignition reaction rates, ignition delay time will vary inversely
with mixture pressure. Likewise, autoignition temperatures and minimum ignition
energy should vary inversely with mixture pressure.
Many ignition delay time experiments have involved injection of liquid fuels
into hot gas streams; therefore, to interpret the results in terms of the pressure
effect on gas phase reactions, consideration must be given to how pressure variations
could influence the results other than through the effect on gas-phase reaction rates.
In particular, the extent of fuel vaporization of the liquid spray is a function of
mixture pressure. As pressure increases, droplet vaporization rates are influenced
by two factors: i) enhanced heat travsfer from the gas phase to the liquid phase,
and 2) decreased heat transfer due to a reduced temperature differential when the
droplet reaches its higher equilibrium temperature. At the same time, the drag on
the droplet due to the relative motion between the droplets and the gas increases
because of the increased dynamic pressure. Assuming that the droplet is injected
with a velocity less than that of the air stream, then the residence time of the
droplet within a fuel preparation passage of fixed length decreases with increasing
pressure. The amount of fuel vaporized is the integrated product of vaporization
rate and residence time. Calculations performed at UTRC for representative condi-
tions indicate that the amount of fuel vaporized within a fixed duct length changes
only slightly with changing pressure [see, for example, Anderson, et al. (1980)].
It is therefore reasonable to assume that the pressure effects reported in th_ lit-
erature for experiments conducted with both liquid and gaseous fuels can be attributed
primarily to the effects of pressure on gas-phase kinetics.
Correlations of the effects of pressure on ignition delay are usually expressed
in the form:
: lIP n (1)
A summary of the correlations found in the literature for fuel injected into flowing
air streams is presented in Fig. A.I. The number in parentheses next to each data
correlation is the value of the exponent, n. Spadacclnl and Tevelde (1980) provided
correlations of their data using values of the exponent n equal to 1 and 2; both
sets of correlations are shown in Fig. A.I. As can be seen, the body of data available
in the literature indicates a suitable value for n lles in the range from i to 2; a
more precise generalization cannot be made.
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Numerous experiments on related phenomena supported the findings reported for
the flowing air stream experiments. For example, Halstaad, st 81. (1977) report ig-
nition delay data for various liquid fuels in reciprocating engines. These data
indicate that ignition delay time varies inversely with mixture _ to the first
or second power. Since both pressure and pre-ignition delay temperature vary during
the compression stroke, the effect of pressure on the ignition time data reported
from such experiments is not easily determined. However, the variation of ignition
delay time with density implies a variation not inconsistent with the pressure be-
havior presented in Fig. A.1. Data for the variation of autoignition temperature re-
ported by Ingebo (1974) for fuel-air mixtures in a combustor environment and for
minimum ignition energy reported by Satcunanathan (1971) for individual droplets in
an oxidizing environment also show an inverse correlation with mixture pressure.
2. Effect of Mixture Temperature
It is generally accepted that gas phase chemical reaction rate behavior can be
represented using reaction rate constants having the form:
k = Ae -E/RT (2)
This form of expression reflects the fact that as mixture temperature increases, the
kinetic energy of the reactant molecules increases, intermolecular collisions become
more energetic, and the probability of reaction increases. Indeed, it has been the
practice by most experimenters to use expressions of the form:
E/RT
T " e (3)
to correlate experimental results. It is important to recognize that the value of the
activation energy, E, reported by the experimenters is in reality a correlation co-
efficient and not the activation energy for a specific reaction. Thus, if the ex-
perimental data is to be used to specify the constants appearing in a global or
single-step rate expression, the form of the rate expression must reflect the form of
the expression used to correlate the experimental data. Specifically, if an activa-
tion energy is obtained from a set of experiments in which the data is correlated
using the form
2 E/RT
= ape (4)
then the reported activation energy should only be used in an expression which shows
a second order pressure dependence. For example, Spadaccini and TeVelde (1980) report
values of activation energy obtained from regression analysis employing either first
or second order pressure dependence and show that the activation energy values ob-
tained assuming first order dependence are approximately 15 percent lower than those
obtained assuming second order dependence.
It is also important to recognize that the experimentally-determined values of
activation energy in general reflect phenomena other than gas-phase chemical reactions
:i
I
1
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due to the imperfect nature of the experiments. Obviously, for those exporimente in
which liquid fuel is injected into a flovin s air strum, increased mlxture tempera-
ture affects droplet veporlzetion rates and therefore the concentration profiles be-
tween the point of injection and the point of ignition will differ for different
air temperatures.
Data from a representative group of experiments is presented in Fig. A.2. The
slope of each correlation curve is a measure of the activation energy; the calculated
value of activation energy is given by the value in parentheses adjacent to each
curve. Note that the data group corresponds to those experiments which were corre-
lated assuming a pressure exponent, n, of 1.0. A wide variation in magnitude of
activation energy is observed and is probably wider than the variation due to fuel
chemistry alone. Differences in experimental technique which result in different
rates of fuel-air mixing and different rates of spray variation certainly influence
the experimental results. An example is the work of Myasaka and Mizutani (1975)
where the apparent activation energy is reported as a function of fuel injection
rate. Because experimenters are unable to separate these effects from the gas-phase
kinetic effects, the amount of experimental bias is unknown in all cases. The be-
havior of the reported data indicate that a dependence of ignition delay time on
temperature of the form given by Eq. (3) is suitable for modeling, but the appro-
priate activation energy can only be determined by conducting calibration experiments
using an apparatus similar in configuration to the fuel preparation system of inte-
rest.
An important finding reported by numerous researchers is that although expres-
sions of the form of Eq. (3) are useful for correlating data, the range of tempera-
tures over which a given correlation applies is limited due to changes in the rate-
controlling reaction steps as temperature changes. For example, Yashizawa, et al.
(1978) present data and a reaction rate expression that shows that different values
of activation energy apply above and below approximately 1200K for butane, hexane,
and octane. Myers and Bartle (1969) show similar results for propane. Brokaw (1965)
has examined the reaction system responsible for the exponential growth of OH radi-
cals during the ignition delay period and provides i11ustrations of how the changing
dominant reactions control delay in both the long (milllsecond to second) and short
(less than millisecond) ignition delay regions. The important point is that corre-
lations or reaction rate mechanisms developed from high temperature experiments can-
not be used at low temperature conditions without the risk of serious errors.
3. Effects of Degree of Vaporization and Mixture Ratio
It is clear that the increasing extent of vaporization of a fuel spray as time
increases will affect the rate of progress of the ignition delay reactions through
the effect of increasing reactant concentrations on reaction rates. These concen-
tration effects are treated as pressure effects where the pressure represents the
partial pressure of the reactants. Additionally, as the spray v_porizes, the fuel
to oxidizer ratio increases; the mixture ratio may or may not have an effect on re-
act/on rates. Also, within a vaporizing spray, two phases are present. No evidence
exists in the literature, however, which would indicate that heterogeneous reaction
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phenomena are of significance. As a result, the only new effect _ich the degree of
vaporization may introduce is the effect of mixture ratio.
With respect to mixture ratio effects, Yashizawa, et al. (1978) obtained igni-
tion delay time data in gaseous mixtures of n-butane, n-hexane, and n-octane for
equivalence ratios between 0.05 and 1.0 and determined that ignition delay time did
not vary with equivalence ratio. Correlations of ignition delay time with equiva-
lence ratio have also been reported by Marek, et al. (1977) and Halstead, et al.
(1977) and Spadaccinl and TeVelde (1980) for liquid fuel injection. However, as
noted in these works, the temperature of the fuel vapor-air mixture decreases within
the vicinity of the fuel droplets due to fuel vaporization; and it is apparently the
effect of this mixture temperature decrease on ignition delay time which is expressed
by correlations of ignition delay time with equivalence ratio. Spadacclni and TeVelde
(1980) presented ignition delay time data both as a function of inlet air temperature
and as a function of the mixture temperature assuming complete mixing and vaporization; the
data for each equivalence ratio correlate with the mixture temperature corresponding to
that equivalence ratio. On the basis of the limited data available, it is concluded
that, for the range of mixture ratios of interest in LPP systems, mixture ratio does
not have a large effect on the autoignition process.
4. Effect of Fuel " itial Temperature
If the liquid fuel is heated prior to injection, then the fuel will vaporize
more rapidly than would unheated fuel. Also, the mixture temperature decrease
associated with a given degree of fuel vaporization will be less for the heated
fuel than for the cold fuel. Based on the remarks in the preceding sections, igni-
tion delay time would be expected to decrease with increasing fuel injection tem-
perature. The data of Spadaccini and TeVelde (1980) for Jet-A fuel preheated to
400K prior to injection show little effect of initial fuel temperature on ignition
delay time. The lean, premixing prevaporizing concept requires that essentially all
of the fuel vaporize within the premlxing passage. Achievement of a high degree of
fuel vaporization within is dependent on the atomization of the fuel into small
droplets (d < I00 um). Small droplets will be heated rapidly by the air stream so
that the effect of injection temperature should be minimal. _e estimated Sauter
mean diameter of the Jet-A fuel injected in the tests described by Spadaccinl and
TeVelde (1980) was approximately 30 _m; these droplets are small enough to be heated
rapidly by the air at conditions representative of those that exist within the LPP
passage and therefore the reported results are reasonable.
The data reported by El Wakil and Abdou (1966) shows about a two-fold decrease
in ignition delay times as the fuel injection temperature is increased from 330K to
380K. However, these data were obtained using droplets with initial diameters of
1650 ;,m; droplets of this size are not characteristic of LPP system sprays. Pre-
heating o_ the fuel in the case of large droplets helps to overcome the large ther-
mal inertia of the droplets.
5. Effect of Droplet Size
it is reported in the literature that the presence of droplets in a fuel-oxi-
Jiz,,r ,:tream can have a significant effect on the onset of ignition. That is,
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ignition may occur more readily in a stream containing droplets than a stream of the
same overall fuel air ratio in which the fuel is completely vaporized. Wood and
Rosser (1969) have shown that ignition within a system produced by a droplet fallinl
through a hot gaseous oxidizer can occur either in the wake of the droplet or in the
fuel-air mixture envelope surrounding the droplets depending on conditiona. Wlth all
except droplet size remaining the same, ignition delay times remained the same as
droplet size was decreased until a critical size was reached, then ignition delay
times increased. It was observed that this increase was associated with a shift in
the point of ignition from the droplet fuel-alr mixture envelope to the droplet wake.
These experiments indicate that the presence of droplets can have a controlling
effect and that effect is dependent on the droplet size. The droplet diameters used
in the experiments ranged in size from I00 to 300 microns. It was concluded that the
smaller droplets evaporate before ignition occurred in the vapor-fuel/oxidizer mix-
ture in the droplet wakes. For the larger droplets, pre-ignition reactions progressed
to the point of ignition in the envelope surrounding liquid fuel droplets; both the
rate of progress of the pre-ignition reactions and the rate of diffusion of inter-
mediate species into the environment played a role in this process.
Other experiments in which the effect of droplet size on ignition delay were
investigated include the work of E1Wakil and Abdou (1966) who determined experimen-
tally that ignition delay time can be correlated as
0.85
~ Do (5)
for single droplets in the size range from 1200 to 1800 microns for several paraffins
(n-octane, n-decane, n-dodecane, n-tetradecane, and n-hexadecane) suspended in a hot
air stream; in these experiments the temperature of the air was varied between I000
and 1250K. The authors concluded that the observed dependence on droplet diameter
could be explained on the basis of consideration of the physical (droplet heating,
diffusion) and chemical processes occurring in the envelope surrounding the droplet.
An analysis based on a spherically s3n_netric field is presented. These authors
also observed that ignition could occur either in the droplet envelope or in the
droplet wake; at higher droplet-alr velocities, burning occurred in the droplet wake.
Kadota, et al. (1976) reported no correlation of ignition delay time with droplet
diameter for single droplets of n-heptane which are plunged into a quiescent furnace.
The contrasting result obtained by these two experiments with respect to the role
of the size of the droplet on ignition delay is probably not of significance Because
of the imprecision associated with the small droplet size range studied and the
difference in experimental conditions. These experiments were carried out with
isolated droplets in an infinite oxidizer environment. A definitive experiment in
which autoignition times have been measured for systems with and without presence of
droplt, ts at overall fuel-oxidizer ratios in the range of interest for gas turbine
combustion systems has not been conducted.
6. Effect of Turbulence
No data were located which show the effect of turbulence on ignition delay time.
There have been studies which show that increasing turbulence level decreases the
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ease with which ignition is achieved [e.g., Ballal and Lefebvre (1979)] or increases
the tendency for a flame to blowout [Radhadkrishnan (1979)]. In the case of igni-
tion, the increased turbulence causes the local rate of dissipation of thermal energy
to increase relative to the local rate of energy release due to reaction. When dis-
sipation rate exceeds the heat release rate, propagation of the reaction front,
which is required for ignition, cannot occur. In the case of blowout of a premixed
flame, the role of turbulence is to exchange cold reactants with hot combustion pro-
ducts. Because reaction rates are exponentially dependent on temperature and de-
pendent on reactant concentration to a lesser degree, the increased rate of exchange
of cold reactants with hot products always causes a decrease in heat release in the
flame stabilization wake or pilot reglonl hence increased turbulence is not favorable
to blowout limits. In both the ignition and blowout cases, the essential feature
of the flow is the non-uniformity of the temperature field which the turbulence tends
to dissipate. In the case of the LPP system, the temperature non-uniformities will
be a result of non-uniform work performed on the gas during the compression process
and the temperature depression associated with the injection of cold fuel into the
hot air. Gradients in the temperature field due to these effects should be small
and hence the influence of turbulence on redistributing the thermal energy will be
small. On the other hand, the concentration gradients resulting from imperfect pre-
mixing can be large both on the scale of the duct and on the scale of the eddies
associated with the turbulent mixing of fuel and air. As stated previously, no data
exist by which the significance of these non-uniformities and the role which turbulence
plays on dissipating these non-uniformities has been generated for the case of autoig-
nition of premixed systems. At best, theoretical models which treat the general class
of turbulent chemical reactions are available; these models are reviewed in the follow-
ing section of this report.
7. Effect of Fuel Chemical Composition
The chemical composition of a fuel can affect ignition delay time in at least
two ways. First, the rate of fuel vaporization, and hence the fuel vapor concentra-
tion, is determined by the volatility of the fuel; in the case of a multi-component
fuel (e.g., a distillate fuel), the rate is determined by the relative proportions
of high-volatility and low-volatility compounds in the blend. A procedure to cal-
culate the vaporization rate of multi-component fuel blends is described by Anderson,
et al. (1980). Second, the pre-ignition reaction system probably consists of a
number of chemical reactions involving chemically simple molecules and radicals to-
gether with one or more steps in which the large, complicated fuel molecules ther-
mally decompose into these simpler structures. For example, Edelman, et al. (1972)
proposed an ignition delay model based upon the assumption that the fuel decomposes
into methane, ethane, and propane for which ignition delay reaction systems are
kno_; this model was applied by Siminski and Wright (1972) to the analysis of the
ignition delay data for a number of heavy hydrocarbon fuels. Hautman, ecal. (1981)
present a model for the oxidation of paraffin-series hydrocarbons in which the hy-
drocarbons are assumed to be converted to ethene which further reacts to form
products of combustion. Empirical coefficients used in the model have been deter-
mined using the results of shock tube meosurements. A method of deducing the ig-
nition delay period from the calculated behavior of the ethene concentrstione is
proposed. Halstead, et al. (1975) have determined a rate limiting mechanism for
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calculating the ignition delay time for a number of fuels used in reciprocating en-
gines; they have determined the type of destruction reactions that limlt the produc-
tion of certain chain branching radicals. Affens and Carhart (1974) have attempted
to relate the influence of chain branching radical distribution to fuel chemlcal
characteristics. They have found that autoignition temperature increases with de-
creasing number of carbon atoms in a hydrocarbon molecular chain and with increasing
cyclicity or aromaticity; these findings indicate that ignition delay time increases
with increasing complexity of the molecule's bond structure.
It has also been determined by Ballal and Lefebvre (1979) that the minimum
ignition energy for various liquid hydrocarbon fuels tends to increase with increas-
ing molecular complexity and decreasing fuel volatility. It is possible to evaluate
the relative importance of each effect from the data presented.
Experimental studies have been carried out to determine the effect of fuel type
and hence composition on ignition delay time. As indicated earlier, for those ex-
periments conducted using liquid fuel sprays, it is not possible to separate fuel
chemistry effects from physical effects (e.g., evaporation rate). Yashizawa, et al.
(1978) conducted shock tube experiments using n-butane, n-hexane, and n-octane and
concluded that, in the temperature range over which the experiments were conducted
(900-1700K), there was no discernible difference in ignition delay time among these
fuels. In comparing their results with other results, Yashizawa, et al. conclude
that with the exception of the lighter hydrocarbons, methane and ethane, all satu-
rated hydrocarbons exhibit nearly the same ignition delay values. Compared to the
heavier saturated (paraffin-series) hydrocarbons, methane exhibits longer delay
times while ethane exhibits shorter ignition delay times--times comparable to those
observed for hydrogen and acetylene. These results suggest that differences in the
ignition delay time behavior of liquid fuel sprays of the heavy hydrocarbon fuels
will arise from the different physical characteristics alone; chemical effects can
be ignored.
ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR AUTOIGNITION MODELS
On the basis of the experimental observations reviewed in the previous section,
a model for the autoignition of fuel injected into a lean, premixing, prevaporizing
fuel-air mixing passage must treat the occurrence of autoignition both in the vicin-
ity of vaporizing droplets and in the fuel vapor-alr mixture generated as the fuel
vapor diffuses throughout the alrstream. No analytic model was located during this
literature survey in which this dual single-phase and two-phase autolgnition problem
has been mode.led. However, a number of reports were obtained in which some impor-
tant aspect of the overall problem has been treated. For convenience, the discussion
of the results of the literature survey for analytical methods is divided into
three parts: (I) a discussion of models in which no liquid phase is present, (2)
a discussion of models applicable to the occurrence of autoignition in the droplet
boundary layer, and (3) a brief discussion of turbulent reacting flow modeling.
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Single Phase Models for Autolgnltlon
Two methods have been used to model the autoisnitlon of fuel-air mixtur@s in
which no droplets are present. In the first method, the reactants are assumed to be
thoroughly mixed locally and a system of elementary reaction rates describing the
pre-lgnltion process is assumed to apply. For example, it has been assumed that
any large fuel molecule undergoes a one-step thermal decomposition process into
various proportions of methane, ethane and propane [Edelman, et al. (1972)]; the
calculation of ignition delay time is based upon a ten reaction rate system derived
from autoignition data for these three simpler molecules. A similar model is des-
cribed by Halstead, et al. (1975). However, in this case, the fuel molecule parti-
cipates directly in the system of reactions by contributing hydrocarbon atoms and
(upon partial oxidation of the fuel) hydroxyl radicals. Recently Hautman, et al.
(1981) proposed a four-step kinetic mechanism for the oxidation of paraffin-series
hydrocarbons in which the fuel first decomposes to ethene. The authors have shown
that the onset of significant heat release corresponds to the time at which the
ethene concentrations reaches a maximum; therefore a criterion serving to designate
the i_., ion delay period exits. All of these models have produced results in
reasonable agreement with data for particular ranges of temperature and concentra-
tion.
In the second approach to modeling autoignition in the absence of fuel droplets,
the restriction that the fuel and air are locally premixed is removed [Dopazo and
O'Brien (1974)]. Fuel and air are assumed to be contained in individual fluid
eddies; intermixing of these eddies is controlled by the turbulence of the flow.
The amount of contact time between the fuel and air is calculated from an assumed
form of probability density function. The rate of reaction of fuel with air during
the time intervals in which both reactants are mixed is estimated using a one-step,
second order chemical reaction rate. Autoignition is indicated if the local tem-
perature begins to increase rapidly, a phenomenon to which the authors refer as
"thermal runaway". Thus, although the flow may appear to '_e premixed on the basis
of time-mean fuel and air concentrations, different reaction rates can be calculated
depending upon the turbulence level and the assumed probability density function.
Models for Autoignition in the Presence of Droplets
Models for the autoignition of mixtures in which the fuel is injected initially
as liquid droplets can be divided into two classes: (I) models that include the
detailed structure of the mass and thermal boundary layers surrounding a droplet
(referred to as in this report as boundary layer models), and (2) models that
ig_1,,re these boundary layers except for the use of mass and heat transfer rates
calculated a priori from knowledge of these structures.
In the boundary layer models, the fuel vapor concentration and temperature pro-
f_les _n the boundary layer are calculated at each instant during the vaporization
process. These profiles are used together with other criteria to determine the
ignition delay time. In some cases, the pre-ignltlon period is divided into a number
of subintervals with each subinterval characterized by a single rate controlling
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process. For example, E1Wakil and Abdou (1966) divided the pre-ignltlon period into
physical delay and chemical delay subintervals. They defined the physical delay time
as the time that elapses from the injection of the fuel droplet into the air stream
to the development within the boundary layer of a fuel vapor concentration corres-
ponding to the lean combustion limit. The chemical delay time is the time that elap-
ses after the physical delay time until the occurrence of a rate of oxidation of fuel
that is some fraction of the reaction rate at stoichiometric conditions. Calculaticn
of the chemical delay time requires knowledge of a gas-phase global reaction rate for
oxidation of the fuel. Satcunanathan (1971) presents a similar analysis which uses
additional subintervals to define the ignition delay time.
There are several boundary layer models in which the ignition delay time is not
divided into subintervals. For example, Kadota, et al. (1976) first calculated the
temperature and fuel vapor concentration profiles for the droplet and then estimated
the ignition delay time at several positions within the boundary layers; the igni-
tion delay time, z, is calculated as a function of the local temperature and fuel
vapor concentration using correlations obtained from gas-phase experiments also
described in their paper. The entire calculation is repeated for several times
during the droplet vaporization process. Ignition is assumed to occur when
t d__tt> 1
T --
O
(6)
at some position within the boundary layers. This expression indicates that ignition
has occurred when the residence time of the fuel-air mixture at a fixed position
relative to the droplet center has exceeded the ignition delay time. With the addi-
tional assumption that ignition is most likely to occur near stoichiometric fuel-air
concentrations within the boundary layer, Law and Chung (1980) have developed a
criterion for autoignition which specifies the relationship between a critical Dam-
k_hler number (rate of chemical reaction to rate of heat transfer) and parameters
describing the droplet environment.
In some boundary layer models, it is assumed that the pre-ignition reaction rates
are controlled by the rate of production of an intermediate, but unknown, species
XI; for example, this spec:es may be an important chain branching species, or it may
be a species that destroys important chain branching species. Faeth and Olsen (1968)
developed a model for autoignition in which the rate of production of the intermediate
species is calculated using a single-step rate expression for the formation of X I as
a function of local fuel and air concentrations, temperature and pressure. The cal-
culation is performed at various points within the boundary layer and several time
intervals throughout the vaporization process. The rate expression is calibrated by
adiusting the coefficients in the expression to give agreement with experimentally-
derived correlations of ignition delay time data for the vapor of the same fuel in
air. Ignition is assumed to occur when the normalized concentration of X I (the con-
c_,ntration of XI divided by its value at the end of the pre-ignition period) exceeds
unity. A similar approach has been used by Sangiovanni (1976) but the model described
therein accounts for the diffusion of the intermediate species throughout the boundary
,I
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layer; under similar conditions, the effect of diffusion can be expected to increase
the calculated value of ignition delay time relative to the value which is calculated
using the model of Faeth and Olsen. It should be noted that since the models em-
ployed by Faeth and Olsen and by Sanglovanni are calibrated using gas-phase ignition
delay time correlations, they are essentially similar in approach to the method
employed by Kadota, et al. (1976).
There are autoignition models that do not consider the details of the fuel vapor
concentration and thermal boundary layers surrounding the droplet. Instead, these
models make certain simplifying assumptions and use expressions for the instantaneous
droplet vaporization and heating rates; it should be noted that the derivation of
these rates requires knowledge of the concentration and temperature profiles around
the droplet. Rao and Lefebvre (1981) calculated the ignition delay time as the sum
of e vaporization delay time and a chemical delay time. They defined the vaporiza-
tion delay time as the time required to completely vaporize the fuel droplet; this
time interval is estimated by the ratio of initial droplet mass to a constant value
of calculated vaporization rate. Implicit in this model is the assumption that the
pre-ignition reactions are unimportant until the fuel is completely vaporized. The
rationale for the derivation of the expression for chemical delay time used in this
model is ambiguous. Model constants are estimated from the available data.
Turbulent Reacting Flow Modeling
If the fuel vapor and air are mixed thoroughly on the molecular scale, then it
should be possible to derive models for autoignition from an understanding of the
important rate controlling processes and the available data; the assumption that
reactions are thoroughly mixed is basic to the models presented by Edelman, et el.
(1972) and by Halstead, et el. (1975) described earlier. If the flow is turbulent,
then this assumption may not be justified. Each reactant may be contained in in-
dividual eddies of fluid; the time-mean reactant concentration may indicate that the
reactants are premixed, but the instantaneous concentrations may indicate that the
reactants are unmixed for a significant portion of the time. If the latter situa-
tion prevails, the calculated reaction rate will be less than that calcu]ated for
the premixed system.
In modeling turbulent reacting flow, it is necessary to specify the dependent
variables (velocities, temperature, pressure, species concentrations, etc.) for
which fluctuations represent important departures from the mean values. For example,
m
!
the instantaneous value of a dependent variable may be represented as u = u + u
Expressions for u together with similar expressions for the other dependent variables
are then substituted into the equations of motion. After a number of algebraic
_anipulations that may include subtracting the corresponding equations for the mean
wllues and neglecting certain higher order terms, one obtains a system of equations
in terms of convective and diffusive terms for the fluctuating components together
with products of two or more fluctuating components. These products are often
termed correlations. Models for turbulent flow tend to be differentiated by (I)
the number of fluctuating variables selected, (2) the order of the resulting equa-
tions, and (3) the models used to calculate the correlations. A recent review of
t
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turbulent flow models is presented by Libby and Williams (1981). Another review,-
together with papers on both analytical and experimental technique8 in turbulent
reacting flows is presented in 8 special ismue of Combustion Science and Technololy
(1976).
Most of the papers cited in modeling turbulent reacting flows [e.g., Spalding
(1971), Bilger (1976), Magnussen and Hjertager (1976), Lockwood (1977), Lockwood
and Syed (1979) and Gosman and Ioannideo (1981)] are concerned with the race of
consumption of reactants. An exception is the model of Dopazo and O'Brien (1974)
which is based upon solutions to the turbulent equations of motion using a statis-
tical approach for the modeling of the effects of the fluctuations in temperature
of the reactants. During the pre-ignition period, negligible amounts of reactants
are consumed, although the reactants that are consumed produce the intermediate
products important to autoignition. It is difficult to extend these models for re-
actant consumption to obtain an autoignition model because of the lack of data
suitable for calibrating the model. For example, Magnussen and Hjertager propose
that the rate of fuel consumption be calculated by an expression of the form:
d"_'_E=_F _/_ (7)
dt
where e and K are determined from the solution of the turbulent equations of motion.
The constant A varies from a value of 4 to 32 depending on the extent to which the
reactants, fuel and air, are mixed. If it is assumed that the rate-controlllng
intermediate species are produced at a similar rate (say)
dX--l= _XF E/_ (8)dt
then data are required to determine B. Alternatively, a system of equations, analo-
gous to Eq. (7), can be generated that are similar to the systems of equations des-
cribing autoignition reaction rates in flows in which the effects of turbulence are
neglected. The constants appearing in such a system would be adjusted to give
reasonable agreement with the available data. Unfortunately, no ignition delay
time data which include the effects of turbulence have been published.
Apparently, attempts have been made to model the fuel oxidation process by
starting with reaction rate expressions in the form (for example):
dXi . E/RT
dt = AXje (9)
Upon introducing the variables
T=T÷T'
Xk = Xk + Xk' (k = i,j)
13&
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into Eq. (9), turbulent for_e of the reaction rate expressions are obtained. The
fluctuatins components of temperature and epeclee concentration ere obtained from
the turbulent energy and epeclee equatione. Lockwood (1977) has etated that this
approach is not useful because of the stronz influence of temperature fluctuations
due to the exponential term. This method can be useful in formulating a model for
autoignltion if (I) temperature fluctuations in the fuel preparation passage are
negllgible, (2) the appropriate pre-ignition reactions can be identified, and (3)
data can be located relating ignition delay time to turbulence parameters. Since
the system of rate equations must be solved at each point in the three-dimensional
flow field, machine computation time requirements are likely to be so large as to
make application of this approach impractical.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of the literature survey indicate that the factors which are most
significant in etfecting the ignition delay time of fuel-alr systems are the mixture
pressure (reactant concentration), mixture temperature, and the presence of fuel
droplets. Fuel composition and mixture ratio are of secondary impc tance. The
role of turbulence has not been clearly defined. Analysis of the results of experi-
ments in which liquid fuel is injected into hot flowing gas streams for the purpose
of isolating the individual effects noted above is not possible because of the com-
plexity of the flows and the resulting lack of knowledge concerning flow details
(e.g., the initial spray droplet size distribution, the temperature profiles within
the flow, etc.). The existing experimental results can best be utilized to support
the development of the analytical model through comparisons of the analytical re-
suits obtained when applying the model to the experimental conditions with the pub-
lished experimental data. Obviously, a degree of engineering judgment will neces-
sarily be employed in setting up the cases to be modeled because of lack of detail
concerning the experiments; also judgments will be required to select which of the
many empirical factors to be employed in the model should be changed in order to
achieve agreement between experiment and theory.
The results of this survey indicate that experimental data are lacking even for
the most significant of factors controlling the process of autoignition of vaporizing
fuel sprays. No definitive work on vaporization of fuel sprays has been performed.
The kinetic mechanisms controlling autoignition of fuel at low (non-shock tube)
temperatures is unknown. The role of the presence of droplet sprays (as opposed to
sin_Le droplets or a series of individual droplets) is u_known. The analysis
described in Section 8 reflects this stage of knowledge through the use of the
most simple and _ raight-forward models of the individual processes as can
re_isonably be believed to account for observed experimental trends.
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